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Introduction 

 

So what am I to say about this book that is yet to be created? It has been a long 

time coming. I had written every day for a year, up until six months ago when I 

had decided to take a break from it. A new book! It has been too long but I feel 

suddenly motivated to pick up where I left off. Oh, I could say that I have to stop 

somewhere. I have been telling myself, let them pick up where I left off. I have to 

stop somewhere. Or would I give them the beginning and the end to it? I certainly 

want them to have a place their own to go, even creating things, ideas, even better 

than I could. That’s been a major excuse of mine. For me it is so much “all or 

nothing,” and the fire burns long. For a year, everyday, writing ten pages, 

consuming four or five hours a day, sometimes more, seldom less. Oh how I got 

burned out! And I told myself every day that there is enough. 'I've written enough 

already.’ But lately I’ve felt that to be untrue. I am a writer more than anything. A 

religious writer as I am most of all. I can not be silent or quiet. I have good things 

to say. I must be heard.  

So the font doesn’t have to be super big. It is an eBook. And I’ve thought about 

that. Digital books are the future. Even paper books are the digital future. With 

copy machines, sooner or later they will be able to create paper back books. It can’t 

be all that difficult. Anyone may personally print my books. They are in public 

domain. And with fold out phones and ever thinner electronics, eBook’s are idea.  

Let the reader flip around when reading this book if s/he wants to. It is not a thing 

that really has a beginning, middle, and end. Is more a compilation of essays and 

such. 

I hope you find interest in the things of this book. You may be asking what is 

Christian Satanism? What more does it need to be than fun? Even if it is only a 

parody, that reason is good enough. Telling others you are a Christian Satanist may 

upset them, bother them, raise questions from them, could interest them, could 

even anger them. That’s certainly a quality of this religion. It raises a lot of 



questions. It is a gray belief- a kind of thing that someday will be more common 

(not good or evil, but gray.) It is a thing of balance. It is a union. It is just a duality, 

a dualism. Togetherness. In particular those that are “sided minded,” will reject 

your existence in the world, refuse, even hate you to say you could exist. Like in a 

major war a people that take both sides. How can you be for us and them? Most 

people refute it. But I’ve heard from those who are highly appreciative of it, too. 

Love it, hate it, keep it, leave it, that is up to you.  

 

All About Christian Satanism 

Even the word grey is said two different ways. Christian Satanism is a leap of faith, 

and also a work of faith, if a Christian Satanist is to be saved. As a Christian 

Satanist you have decided to not be too bad a person doing bad things. To always 

be enough good and faithful, that will preserve your salvation.  

Gray magic is such as that it is not harmful magic, not by intention, and remains 

gray only if it was in the first place. Be careful Christian Satanist that you do not 

perform a gray spell that becomes a black one in that harm is produced. That 

reminds me of a dictate from God (in the old testament) that if a person builds a 

home and the roof falls down on the resident, killing him/her, then that builder 

shall be put to death. Not saying to kill anyone who harms another from black 

magic, I’m just indicating what the nature of God may be on the matter. 

If you do not know what gray magic is I’ll tell you: it can be called effect magic if 

you wish. At least that is the way I came to know it to be. So things like changing 

weather and predicting the future, the gray areas, telepathy, levitation, effecting 

things, seeing a vision, visualization, and so on, is gray magic. That is if it isn’t 

really done for either evil or good. 

But do not worry! Because magic has a life of it’s own sometimes, acting on it’s 

own apart from the wishes of the magician. And if it does, do not blame yourself of 

its outcome. You were not responsible for it. It lives awhile. It learns. It finds a 

place to fall down, back into the world, but sometimes it finds a place far away. 

And there it grows until the day comes that it may return to you fully grown.  

While one side walks down the same old familiar road with the same people and 

the same things the Christian Satanist is in a different place altogether, walking 



down paths lightly trodden, and how pleasant! The rule book is different. The 

game, too. The cook book is more different, and the recipes are of food never 

before found or considered. And make these things the best they can be, dear 

Christian Satanist. Because we are creating a new world, a world that God has 

sworn to us. A place in between.  

God has us work often in doubles, two's, to create life (from two come one) is a 

highly evident work of God, a rule of life. As two copulate creating a child, the two 

being well thought up opposites, the sun above, the moon at night, the twilight. We 

are a twilight race. Our morning has come.  

And the sun and moon appear the same size in the sky. God is a brilliant creator. A 

brilliant designer. He created the rose, gave it a thorn. He created the bee to tend to 

it. He gave us the earth to form new things. He gave us a seemingly limitless 

amount of resources and have placed us here to use them. 

With two legs one walks. With two sides of the brain comes centered thought. 

Two’s everywhere as Leonard Bernstein once wrote. Two’s create a third, which is 

life. You breath in, you breath out.  

Not to offend a Satanist but it is said true that they do not have a soul- that is, if 

they have taken things too far without ever having repented and converted. As for 

me I began a Christian. I did become an incredibly evil person. But Jesus washed 

those stains away. He took me and washed off my stench. Couldn’t have come any 

later either! But he did, and in full.  

So to address a point: the Satanist of Satanists have no soul. The Christian, s/he 

does. So what does a Christian Satanist have? Well if the Christian Satanist is 

worked into such as one going back and forth, carrying actively different 

perspectives, in a deep sense, is a left then right person, they will have produced a 

spirit. That is the spirit of Christian Satanism.  

The best point and idea I can give to you regarding the legitimacy of what I just 

said is that a person who eats bitter things and then good tasting things, the good 

taste will be made stronger, so will the bad taste. A person awake and then asleep 

truly functions. Those that sleep all day are depressed. Those that have insomnia 

are miserable. But those who are awake and then sleep enough, they function.  

You can even say that food is a two type thing: fluid and food eaten. Believe me: 

three is the number of creation.  



And to every thing there is a season, and a time for every purpose under heaven 

(the words of God's King, Solomon.) It is, perhaps, the time of the Christian 

Satanist, or at least hopefully, soon. We are the final denomination of Christianity. 

We are the obvious end of things. We could not have been any sooner. We came 

on scene as a thought insisted on being answered, what if there is a compromise? 

What if these two things in the universe each of great power were to create 

something together?  

After all, Christians that are too Christian have made a terrible mess of things. 

They have formed psychotic cults, have been miniature dictators in society, 

censuring everything, dumping off shame and guilt onto people, and the source of 

plenty executions. I believe that God is all for separation of church and state. If you 

read/ hear of the reasons why separation of church and state came to be, you’d 

know it was justified.  

It helps to know your formula.  

This is bad but in a good way. 

This isn’t excessive- like Jesus said, just don’t get too drunk. 

It’s a truly harmless pleasure 

The bad deserve forgiveness- everyone does, according to Jesus.  

God says, “Let it.” He’s created both the sheep and the wolf. 

Just atone. Perform good deeds. Make up for your sins. It’ll go a long way. Like 

Jesus said, lay your gift at the altar and correct the transgressions you’ve 

committed against your brothers and sisters.  

Consider that even when things seem awful or horrible they may be an act of God, 

of what he will. God works in mysterious ways. Christian Satanism is an enigma. 

We are God’s creation. We are in our own area of existence apart from others, 

such as the Satanist, Atheist, Christian. The rules and expectations are different for 

us. But we acknowledge God created us, as we should. And in so doing we are lead 

as His creation. We act as the created. 

And always ask yourself, 'what is the lesser of two evils? What is the greater of two 

goods? At what point will I have become lost, and does the bread along the path 

work, or will the birds eat it?  



So then, do you find Christian Satanism interesting? Christian Satanism usually 

causes one if three reactions: upsets people, invokes much questioning, or just 

simply comes across as the perfect, most natural thing for them to be. Believe me, 

it is the Christian who believes that God is a bully, that God will not tolerate 

disobedience, that refuses any idea of working outside of the framework of the 

Bible. But remember, before Jesus came the Hebrews only followed the Old 

Testament, very strictly in fact. So much that spitting on the ground on Sunday was 

to water a seed, and such work was not permitted on the Sabbath. Jesus gave the 

people and all new thing and it was violently opposed. And all religions are at first 

considered a non sense thing.  
Let it be your own culture after it is that you have fully assimilated into it. Cast 

away all ideas of other opposing cultures. Do not let the pressures of other cultures 

weigh heavily upon you. Do not bear the cross of their sensitivities. Most of them 

are far too simple minded for you, aren’t they? Shouldn’t they be? Cultures based 

on race and gender, sexuality, those are the strongest, most concentrated, most 

typical “cultures” of the modern times. I suggest that you ignore their plight. That 

you don’t feel it has to be a sort of study of understanding for you. It’s just water. 

Christian Satanism, any good religion really, is wine. They will wage war against 

anyone restricting their freedoms and intolerance, justly so I’m sure, but religion is, 

less and less, given much right. We must fight for our rights if we are to keep 

them. Being Christian, Buddhist, Muslim, Jew, or an aficionadas of Mr. L. Ron 

Hubbard.  

What such a burden to have imposed on you the cultures of others. They are 

becoming the worst cult that has ever been. That which is called “PR/” “Political 

Correctness,” has poured flooded into our every day lives, taking hold of most of 

our thoughts. So I offer unto you Christian Satanism to ward off the thought police. 

Even to be freed from it entirely. Because on the outside lurks a cult of thought, 

and it is growing ever fearsome. A monster telling you how to think. How to 

proceed, then, is to concern yourself only with Christian Satanism and Christian 

Satanists. And your family, too, and true friends, don’t get me wrong.  

Don’t watch the news that spark in you feelings of injustice. Let that be their fight 

unless it is truly yours or someone you know and love. Believe me the world is 

always looking for trouble.  

Gray things are becoming more prevalent. People are beginning to consider why 

something should have to be either good or evil. And they are giving old super 



heroes more of a wicked nature and super villains a understandably good side. 

Then are just some elements in books and movies, games, etc., that are 

expressively gray and are acknowledged as such. The Grey Side, so to speak. It 

always interests me to look occurrences of these things up, and I can see them 

increasing.  

And now you are fully informed on these things. I hope that answers your 

questions. If not then look me up online and I will answer any other questions you 

may have.  

 

 

Trash Writing (Updated) 

Over the course of three months I had been “trash writing,” recently. It was a thing 

I started doing while I was homeless for a year. I wanted to write, meaningfully, 

any way possible. I am a writer after all. So I’d take trash paper from the garbage 

and write things on it. Be it drawings, ideas, things I wanted to say, or sheet music. 

I thought 'what do I do with it?' and decided I’d put it in a plastic bottle, which 

were all easily gotten, and seal it up with duct tape and throw it away, hoping it 

would someday be found. I woke up one morning and found a large roll of duct 

tape to use. 

That’s the only reason why I called it trash writing. It could use a better name.  

I just got the assumption to work under that the higher powers could see anything I 

wrote, anytime they wanted to. Those races that are a million years old, and 

appropriately advanced, advanced as we will be in a million years. 

And so I started doing this for deities, not just for future people to find. I’d draw 

magic symbols, maybe sigils, and things symbolic, prayers, music for, say Shiva, 

or Lilith. I used to just throw them away. Now that I’m in a home plastic bottles 

are not so easily found.  

Then I learned a few additional things to this, recently. I started to fold up four 

such papers, put them in a snack size zippy bag, then an envelope, and taped it 

shut. Then I put on the address side “Gehenna,” and my address side my magic 

name of Damuel.  



But the best new thing I have started doing is to take an index card and write “For 

Santa Muerte” on it, tape a foreign coin onto it, and a sticker, trimmed it with 

scissors, and threw it away. I might add that many magic rituals call for burning 

your wishes, as offered to the deities you worship, on a candle.  

 

The New Son 

The New Son has entered into this world after made truly Christian, and later to be 

exposed to Satanism. He has come from above and entered into this world as a 

master of arts and knowledge, carrying with him the greatest riches from before. 

To bring together- to present balance. And many rough roads did he travel, and the 

greatest social riches were invested into him in order that he be the symbol of the 

new age. He was given the name of God’s first name, one later given to Jesus, and 

when he was determined right to fulfill his purpose, was given the name Morning 

Star, and is appointed to be the Son of Satan. This new Son was given him by a 

Good that has felt it just and good, but most importantly fair, that it be so. While 

Christian Satanism is currently an ember, some day it will be so ablazed as to 

cover all parts of the Earth. Take it seriously when I say: “There will be no 

apocalypse. Do not be fooled into thinking their will be. And someday you, my 

people, will see that what I said was true.  

The world will become a paradise again. Humankind has been given the Earth until 

the Earth itself belongs to her and him. Much work was appointed us. Much tool 

through centuries has lead us to come where we are now. And it is our own curse 

of death that we ourselves will fix. Someday science and technology will lead us 

into immortality. And remember it was something I said. The Earth will be made 

into a utopia under these causes. 

The time of Jesus is coming to an end after two thousand years. The time of The 

New Son is coming.  

 

The Prayer of the Christian Satanic 

May all things be just and fair. May I be given mercy to be what it is I have chosen 

to be. Consider me not wrong or unlikable. Remember me as a child, an innocent 

person who does not deserve to grow into a person harmed. Rather lift for me a 



sword and let me be. Give us proven the best of things. Relinquish those bonds that 

prevent our increase. Master in us all the great arts. Present to us all the blessings 

of the Earth and make it ours. Do not lay upon us a heavy hand. We have not 

agreed always, but we always have room for witnessing your glory. Father in 

heaven rebuke those that hate us and prevent us from growing. In all things said 

let them be said best by all. And in bringing all things together always keep us in 

mind.  

-So noted in memory. 

Hales-Nema. Amen.  

 

What counts as a real paradise 

Sure science and technology can do great, great wonders. But as for other things, 

people seem hopeless. Such as the plainness, the ordinary, repetitive, and bland. 

We have a lot of great stuff. Phones, TV, basic art, things collected in droves. But 

things like digital picture frames are just fads. Something’s aren’t ever considered. 

Things that would just make things more fun. Bit it is always as so: this is where 

the bed goes. This is where the TV goes- without variation. Some people sleep in a 

ventilated coffin. Not because they are weird. Not because they are so e vampire 

goth. Bit because of how secure and private it feels. How much darker it is inside. 

Not many though deviate from the norm. Tree houses are very cool, but you never 

see them. 

I guess that I’d just suggest that different ways be considered. There are many, 

many ways for things to be but when it comes to people, they just do the same 

things over and over again. 

So that covers the aesthetics and uniqueness of things.  

But as for science and technology creating a utopia I have a list of the things we 

need most but are yet to have. What would those be? Here is a list of them. And 

anyone who effectively creates any of them will become very rich indeed. 

A much better battery. Free or at least much freer energy. A force shield. A new 

highly useful circuit board part. Wireless electricity. A replicator. Anti Gravity. 

Androids and AI.  

That’s the winning list!  



We need also to focus more on helping the homeless, lowering the crime rate, and 

help those who are suffering. I mean how far we’ve come with cell phones. 55 inch 

TV. A hell of a powerful video game system. Bit what about the homeless? 

Couldn’t we do anything for them? Rapidly produced food, 3D printed shelters, AI 

cameras, construction drones, couldn’t we get these going a little quicker? 

It’s been said simply that AI and cybernetics will take away the jobs we have. 

Well, slaves weren’t really paid those few hundred years ago and much further into 

the past. Android and robotic “slaves,” as well as machinery and all else, would 

expand our resources to the point that they’d be very (very very) abundant and they 

could do all of the work for us. We’d then be left with our own personal work 

whatever we choose to be doing. I’m sure the human hand, the human touch, will 

always be appreciated.  

We are getting there. Maybe they’ll have to implement Universal Basic Income 

someday. Maybe a fountain of youth formula will be devised. And it all doesn’t 

just add up. It multiplies up!  

Maybe The Devil knew what he was doing all along. And maybe God can see that 

the direction we are taking is suitable and idea. And as for me I pray often that 

Science and Technology develop to the point that we have come back into 

paradise, after so many centuries living under The Curse.  

 

Christian Satanic Art 

Christian Satanic art could become a great new area of art. Because it is that it is a 

new area of it, as of yet untouched. I’m talking about grey art, art that evokes 

images of good combined with evil. To present the Satanic in a godly way, and 

visa versa.  

Symbols too, not just elaborate drawings, though both of those could be coupled 

together. It is very simple, actually. Any symbol that connects the good and evil, 

the righteous and the iniquitous are Christian Satanic symbols and drawings.  

A few examples are white and black combined, or the color gray by itself. An 

upright cross, pentagram, and downward ones. A upward triangle with a downward 

one, like the star of David, or less connected than that. A yin yang is very 

powerfully and accurately Christian Satanic, as are clever variations.  



Bat wings, angel wings. Horns, a halo. Two paths coming into one. Ideas for 

Christian Satanic art are abundant.  

 

More Formulas For Christian Satanism 

Having a wider perspective. Considering any possible good in the worst of things. 

Even if all you can find is a trickle of it. To be able to identify sparse amount of 

good in what is evil, as well as anything rotten in what is good, in minute amounts, 

is to be aptly Christian Satanic. To see well both sides in the matter knowing that 

sometimes things simply aren’t fair. That a person doesn’t always need what 

appears to be a good and right reason. That person may be seeing things 

differently. It is sometimes hard to be personal enough to understand their motives, 

sometimes. 

 

Looking for the silver lining in things and boosting it up. Being flexible. If you are 

not strong enough on one side or the other, you will know it by your strength 

faltering. Make room for others if you want to keep them. Give to one it’s time. It 

may contribute well to your future. Other formulas of Christian Satanism are: the 

act of pretending. Such a thing is harmless. Believing is half way there. 

Visualization helps in so doing. To just let yourself believe momentarily may feed 

your hunger, hunger which may otherwise be poorly acted upon. To look for the 

balance. To “trim it to fit,” to add to one side and subtract from another. To find 

true harmony. To find the right life for each inside you. And to never entirely 

forsake one side or the other. And look for actual truth. The truth isn’t always 

apparent. You may be utterly convinced of one thing only to find out it was false all 

along.  

 

For a Season Be 

Be what you will. Side with whomever you will. Maybe even for a long period. 

But do not give your life unconditionally. Do not give yourself to another 

permanently. It would take a toll on your destiny. And it may hurt to cut ties. But 

be forever forward in your approach. When all has been gotten from another/ when 

all has been given, and you are of no more use together, then make your separate 



ways. But remember them, always, those of whom your bond is the strongest. And 

meeting them again someday, if at all, let it be a blessing from God. And on that 

day know lthat God has returned them to you.  

God has taught me this lesson, very clearly. He has taught me to make strong 

bonds, but to separate from them, those in my life that I’ve been closest to. And 

when I resisted and tried to hang on, He removed me from them very strongly. In a 

sort of way like a terrible scene, sometimes. He brought them to me so I could tell 

them goodbye. And I knew on that day we would not see each other again. He 

gave me a good goodbye, sometimes, but the more I clung to them, the worst it 

was made for me and them. 

That’s what God does for those His own. He moves the child away from the 

parent. He splits apart with the sword brother and sister, friends and companions.  

I have seen so much if it to accept it, to expect it, to be prepared for it, and to await 

it. I have lost all. But that’s okay! I am a person meant for people. I have come to 

make the new people of my God, but not remain with them personally for too long. 

I put a wedge between me and them. All that I would have to say is said. They 

have no real use for me personally.  

But those I’ve known in my lifetime, out of them are a few that meant a great deal 

to me. But I am not a man of attachments. I am a speaker, a teacher, one who 

guides. I have put forth The Great Message. I make others like unto my own. I 

celebrate them. I put them on a pedestal. I guide them into excellence. Through 

them my work continues. And I come in the name of celebration and 

enlightenment.  

 

The Guy That Started Handing Out Money 

True story. There was a man living with Christian monk like people. A large 

amount of Christian Faithfull’s in one home- 20 people, give or take. This guy had 

a larger income than the rest, in fact by a wide margin. Being the Christian that he 

was, he handed out money. At first he just gave a fairly large chunk of money to 

one of his friends- his best friend there. But then he began handing out money to a 

second and third person there. While most of the “monks” were eating bread, 

basically, another guy was having pizza. No one really knew why at first. “Doesn’t 

he have the same weekly amount of money as we do?” They said to each other. 



The guy with all this money bought very little for himself, as Christian as he was. 

After a couple of months if this the guy was giving to five or so people. Not much 

really. But the ones getting money from him came to expect it.  

They started talking to him in private whenever they could. If he was with others 

as it usually was in that large house then they’d whisper to him. One, then the 

other. They wanted more every time. They wanted just a little more, and a little 

more the next time, and it started to become a “first come first serve” situation. So 

they contended with each other, they made arguments, they insisted on getting the 

most from him.  

Needless to say the outcome in this was bad- very bad! They became very 

dependent, paranoid, and restless over it. They fought each other. And their envy 

was their un doing. 

But a wise person would have seen it coming. Knowing beforehand the end of such 

a matter was dire, the smarter person would have made preparations to just be cut 

off- to cut him or herself off from it, and find the surety of safety that comes from 

personal separation from it all.  

As for the poor fellow he just decided that his income did nothing but harm. He 

couldn’t bear the pressure anymore and quit his position that provided so much 

income. It was money he never learned to just spend on himself. The guy was just 

too giving. For awhile he was pressured to go back to work- by those that were 

taking from him. But to no avail.  

There’s the saying that is a particularly foreboding one: “Give someone an inch, 

and they’ll take a mile.” And how about this one? A friend in need is a friend 

indeed! Only he became their burden. 

All I Know About Music 

You might think that a higher power that listens to our music would find it too 

simplistic a form of communication to enjoy. They have a higher intelligence after 

all. But in fact that is not so. They enjoy our music much more than we do. If 

you’ve ever heard music while half asleep you may understand how absorbing it is. 

Where the music gives euphoria in its beauty. That, or by hearing it under sleep 

deprivation.  



There is more to it than that, though. Higher powers sensitively perceive its evil 

nature. Modern music, rock, rap, pop, etc., when it first came, gave the same 

feelings. Such as that’s hardcore. But we have over a long period of time become 

unaware of it. It’s just a common thing for us now. For higher powers music can 

seem very, very strange. And maybe someone in, say, an Islamic country, one that 

strictly prohibits such music, and so they are not exposed, would consider it evil 

sounds.  

Their really is an infinite variety of music, like Leonard Bernstein said.  

My trick to great writing is to emphasize the triad tones of the scale. That is the 

tonic, the third, or minor third for the minor keys, and the fifth. To repeat them 

more, etc., More duration. When that is done, nothing you write will be atonal, and 

you can then write very liberally.  

Another idea of mine is to write 15 or so different melodies, each maybe two, 

maybe three measures long and to have them played in any order. Making new 

combinations. Giving one sheet of music thousands of possible performances and 

letting the performers quit when they want to. There could even be a melody that 

indicates they want to quit. And some melodies can have types of descriptions to 

change directions or cue someone in. 

Then there is The Dark Form of music I created. Maybe some day I’ll make The 

Gray Form, or if you like, you can yourself. This form of music has very quick 

repetitive rhythm, one musical instrument that plays melody, and chords that shift 

from consonance to dissonance. It works better that the dissonance increases 

throughout the music. 

Hell someday soon notation software will be all good and well enough for 

performance as a acceptance as real enough. Some modern movies actually use 

them. And you can find it online in many places, doing quite well. The benefit to it 

is that you can hear it playing while you are composing it. In the past people didn’t 

have such an in demand orchestra. 

And how about AI making music? How about it in video games? Well maybe the 

movies of the future could be programmed to shift around the music, subtly 

enough. And about that, well, if CGI becomes perfectly realistic, old shows could 

cone back, and movies could generate new scenes or even make themselves. New 

spontaneous series, and things such as that. But that’s a different topic for a 

different time.  



 

All About Video Games 

Where do I start? It is my favorite topic. I’ll start with early history. First came 

pong, basically enough. Not exactly, maybe only one before it called “tennis for 

two,” but it used the same idea. These were incorporated into an arcade. One that 

just engulfed a lot of money, to surprise. It was then made into a home console- 

just the pong game, and many other companies copied this. So cart based consoles 

came about and game after game was made until the whole market just crashed. 

Games were being made to quickly. They were all crap. And the people lost their 

interest in them. Then Nintendo came along and set forth rules that kept it a field of 

quality. They had to market their NES more as a toy. They got in, and did so well 

primarily because of their own games and many high quality third party games. 

Those old games- including every important gaming company, it seems, must be at 

least mostly so, have been given new life. They were overtaken by newer things 

for awhile. But they’ve been coming back alive and strong the last five years. They 

made mini versions of the old stuff, since the old tech is just child’s play anymore 

to replicate, and these games just being a tad a size anymore (you can fit thousands 

of them on a memory card the size of a finger nail.) Pac Man used to take up a 

whole arcade cabinet. That is certainly no longer true. In comparison you’d spend 

thousands less now for these mini retro consoles with their 20-80 games. And one 

month the NES classic outsold any other gaming console, new and old. 

New games are being made for the old systems too. Some are hacks, others home 

brews. Home brews are all new games. Hacks are a re arrangement. These are 

ordinary people making them, not companies. It used to be far easier to program 

these games and now it is easier than ever, with current resources. 

People are turning to AI to improve games. AI can be used to make a blocky 

chunky 3D game into something that looks much better. And a guy recently 

created an HD Mode 7 Mod that makes Mode 7 look much better (very noticeably 

better.)  What’s mode 7? It is a SNES trick that swirls around pixels, making them 

larger and smaller, creating a 3D like effect. Unfortunately it was blocky, though. 

Not anymore with that Mod. And I wonder if that Mod could be incorporated into 

a cart? Right now it is only useable on an emulator. 



The disk system may be making it’s way out. As digital machines are cheaper. VR 

will come about, someday. AI will improve. And maybe if we are lucky, a VR 

room will be created, leaving behind the headset. But there is a form of playing 

that may be around forever. It may improve a little, maybe incorporating a bit of 

holograms it something, but the style of playing with button controller in hand will 

never be completely lost. We can see it is preferred over hand gestures controlling 

the game.  

When games are simply realistic enough then AI will be turned to for further 

improvements, and allowed space.  

There are glasses that can be worn to create a holographic image before your eyes. 

They let you manipulate images before your eyes and watch a movie or video on 

the fly, while you are looking in any direction, with your hands in your lap. Such 

tech is still expensive. 

Someday a whole virtual world will be created. Don’t worry- it will be occupied by 

real people. I call this The Second Reality, and those that invest in it will have the 

biggest pieces of pie when this becomes so. That is looking ahead. There is a very 

good future for “video games.” When that’s so, they will have to find a new name 

for it.  

And the old stuff is made new. There is a mid that makes old 2D games into 3D. 

There are new batteries being put into old games. There are new modern HDMI 

hookups for old systems. And backlit screens for old handheld systems. And it is a 

lucrative market.  

It is an art. It has a rich history. And a prize for collectors. People these days would 

rather collect old cart games that dolls and old gaming manuals over comics.  

Imagine for a moment that when CGI becomes entirely life-like, that movies could 

be made through them, perhaps aided by AI, and what that would do. You could 

interact with the movie itself. You could choose the main character, such as 

looking just as you. You could edit movies on your own doing what used to take 

years for a director and cast to do. You could make the movie shift in it’s stories, 

decide the theme. Make it a movie- game hybrid. And so it will be.  

Information as in a digital book could be fed into an AI program to create as 

instructed. Such books would probably result in a size larger than a typical script, 

but doable easy enough. You could provide instructions on a new language like an 

alien or foreign one. First to provide a sample voice and then to have it generated 



into a different language. And books could be made by auto collecting online 

information. What you create online today could be given life tomorrow. 

And so whatever show you like the most, new or old, will be recreated in the 

thousands. You may have thought them all gone. But someday they will be brought 

back in the thousands. And old games, the same, will be auto generated with the 

human touch adding to it, more or less. And you could have a gaming console that 

produces its own games.  

I believe that as a Christian Satanist that I should think into the future of things in 

this way. Then people will be ready for what’s to come and perhaps I will have 

dropped a few ideas otherwise not considered by others. I’m not a totally great 

inventor but I did my best in providing possible ideas for them in six of my books, 

currently. A little would go a long way. The world would develop much quicker if 

we all made such books and presented ideas for the future. It helps to some that 

everything is possible. That with what’s possible in the future makes many other 

things possible  

I have fancy ideas sometimes. It’s fun. Things such as fiber optic TV and laser 

light processors. Glow sticks light bulbs. Universal circuit boards. Data printing. 

Self cleaning clothes. Mood ring material art. Solar panel android eyes. Grid 

learning. New circuit parts. Conductive ink, EL panels, paper thin batteries, forms 

of light. 

But alas I am only one person. Electricity came as a product of magician tricks. 

Static electricity making things float on to the hand from below. Magicians were 

setting things on fire with the tip of their finger. Then a person asked if that energy 

could be contained. So it was generated and a battery was made. A lightbulb was 

made. Magnets got involved. And wires spanning the ocean were laid out (twice) 

and the world was connected. 

Those days are gone. It really seems that ideas produced by just one person is 

sparse. We need each other to think things up more than ever. The days of very 

basic video games are gone. It now takes many people to make a new game and 

console. So anyone who wishes to create the best new and best thing will probably 

need help, currently.  

My form of prophesy is most of all in regards to the future of science and 

technology. And it is a very helpful form of prophesy. I look into things through 

visualization conceptualizing what may come. But there are also prophesies of 



future societies and things to come. To know well where things are leading takes a 

wide and diverse form of perspective. But is also a helpful form of Christian 

Satanic Prophesy.  

 

The Second Step of Christian Satanism 

It is a good idea beforehand that I call for steps to be taken that ensure our 

evolution ahead of time. When that time comes, then the next step for us is taken. 

There will remain the classic Christian Satanist, hopefully, but will also be the 

“next level” Christian Satanists, as described here.  

Christianity was written in stone. It may have many different iterations but it did 

not prepare itself for the future. It was assumed that what it initially taught would 

always be relevant. Really it only keeps afloat by the many possible interpretations 

of it. Derived from it’s ambiguity. Many Christian ideas these days seem 

incredibly judgmental.  

So it is better to have prepared.  

Eventually I want Christian Satanism to be named Luciferian. When it has a large 

sum of followers and has been present over a long period of time then that new 

title should be taken. Lucifer is an entity of light, “the bright morning star,” Satan 

was The Devil. Lucifer began as an angel. So sometime in the future the shift 

towards that new title should be implemented. 

After the tests are complete and real evidence is shown for what is good about our 

practice and what simply isn’t, the bad parts must be reduced, removed, or altered, 

while the good will remain and be amplified. First, we will not know until it has all 

been tried put. I don’t assume that everything I teach will result in only good. See 

what the people and individuals think about our practice. 

That may be a long ways away. We are in a trial period. After a fair amount of 

time has past bring together all of the facts and understanding of Christian 

Satanism and see what needs to be improved or modified. But keep to The 

Christian Satanist, whose practice will remain unchanged. The old title for it 

remains the same practice. The new practice will be called Luciferian.  

Consider The Luciferian to be the child of The Christian Satanist.  



As Christian Satanism brings together both good and evil (iniquity the better term) 

it only makes sense that it will give birth to something. That something will be 

named Luciferian.  

8 Church / Group Types of Christian Satanism 

Jeep in mind that others are possible by combination. Some of the ideas here may 

be boosted, others minimized. If you are interested in creating such a group/ 

Church I am here to make it as beneficial as possible! 

The Kind for Pleasure 

It is in the partying nature, A people brought together to feast. It is one in which 

relaxation is important. Where food is brought together. Where the goodness of life 

is and celebrated. Alcohol may be there, as permissible. Dancing may exist.  

The Kind for Isolation 

As some who have been a Christian Satanist for a very long time, they may have 

become a person who wants Christian Satanic company more than any other kind. 

For those who wish to be around only their own people, these may exist. And may 

every religion have such an opportunity.  

The Kind for Singularity 

This is simply putting the focus on people individually in contrast to a collective 

group. To focus on people individually as much as that is possible. 

The Kind for Entertainment 

This can house a lot of “Christian Satanic Aesthetics,” it can be a place that only 

exists where people watch media and listen to music. Or, if someone prefers, to 

read, given there is a Christian Satanic kind of library there.  

The Kind for Study 

Just as most Churches are there for study aid, to be taught the religion it is there 

for, these are places for sermons and lessons.  

The Kind for Resources 



The objective of which is to expand resources needed for Christian Satanism to 

proliferate. These have a recruitment nature but can also include funding new 

books, or creating things in the name of Christian Satanism. 

 

The Kind for Work  

To create things as well. To work producing something. Be it an entertainment 

nature, televised or radio centered programs, collecting art, or helping out the 

community. 

The Kind that’s Social 

A place for us to meet and gather for personal connections, whatever they may 

involve. For friends, for partners, or just to gather.  

 

Those are the brief examples of what eight could be focused on. But if you have 

your own ideas and wishes, using them is just fine. Collecting a tithe is fine. O feel 

that if the Church deserves to be around then it will. If you are doing it the right 

way then it will succeed. But I advise you to put careful thought into such a thing 

before it is brought together. The more and better prepared the better. Followers 

just don’t show up at the door. People may get bored with it and not want to stay. 

Who knows what all could go wrong but I’m sure with careful though you will do 

just fine. 

The main advantage a Christian Satanist has is with how much it’s religion raises 

questions and curiosity, and you can start with that. You may just need to put it out 

there for enough to see.  

There’s no leader of Christian Satanist- not in an ownership and say-all kind of 

way. That includes me. My books are in public domain. I don’t stand to profit in 

any of it. I have created it as my purpose had me do. It is what I decided to do. It is 

my legacy and may in the end be my greatest life’s work.  

Let all of us be involved in this together and share it always. And remember that 

what is the most important lesson for one may not be so important to another. 

Nevertheless do what you can to connect us and keep us together. In harmony, in 

purpose, in direction, and in fate.  



 

Many Christian Lessons 

1. Be like a rose growing bearing thorns against iniquity. Remain rooted in 

God.  

2. Remain blameless enough not to be captured by The Authority and punished  

3. Acknowledge Christ as your savior. Remember that if He can forgive you 

then others should do the same. 

4. Acknowledge that God is your creator and that no one can replace Your 

Father. 

5. Be a philanthropist, a person of understanding and compassion. 

6. Live your life knowing that there is a place beyond it, far into the future with 

God. 

7. Speak the truth so you won’t be found a liar. Do not lead others into thinking 

what is untrue  

8. Have about you the faith that God will be with you, guide and help you and 

not abandon you. 

9. Jesus sacrificed himself for your eternal life. God would do anything to keep 

you with Him. Do not offer up yourself as a sacrifice to God. 

10. Forgive others. Do not make matters worse. Don’t have a grudge. Don’t 

abandon the possibility that others can become better people. 

11. Have integrity. Have principles that sustain your holy nature. 

12. Turn the other cheek against those that would more seriously harm you, even 

slaughter you based on any backlash. Put up with sour words against you. 

13. Jesus is The Lamb of God Most Holy. And so call him and know him. 

14. Await the Apocalypse with all good hope in the return of our Lord Jesus. 

15. Remain in the thought that there is far better good than the world could give. 

No matter how bad the world is, or good, there is God beside you to carry 

you forth to a better place. Don’t place absolute concern here. 

16. Don’t judge others. Let them go their own way. The best a Christian can do 

is certainly not imposing on them guilt over trivial matters. The best a 

Christian can do is help those who are suffering. 

17. Have understanding of the more gentle side of humanity and people. That 

side hidden.  

18. Being a half brother / sister is still being married to the family. 

19. Send help to those who need it  



20. Jesus is returning with a sword and the wrath of God. 

21. Put Jesus first. He is worth it. He will not harm humanity as a human 

dictator would. He is our best choice. Jesus is The Good Shepherd.  

22. So then grow like a flower bearing thorns against iniquity and Satanic Theft 

 

May the Spirit of The Son be with you, forever. As our Father and Creator God is 

the most worthy of powering us throughout our lives. He is all-powerful. Therefore 

He can be with us at all times. He thinks far more quickly than us, and acts far 

more quickly, yet more deeply. And so He does have all of us in mind, 

individually. B 

He has the mind that can do so.  

Those that are at not at fault will not be hunted down. If they go about with 

honesty and purity then the will let and be protected by God. Though sometimes 

bad things happen to good people, they have the law to protect them. Being 

blameless is just that having no reason to be harmed by others. And, fortunately, 

most people will not harm the undeserving.  

Don’t be a misanthropist. No one likes bearing the heavy heart booming feeling of 

hatred. And if you hate human kind (the definition of Misanthropy) you will have 

no one and will be in this world all alone. Those that are have reasons to hate 

themselves, too. Let’s dispense with the reasons, though. If for no other reason, 

just don’t be because it is ungodly, ungodly-like, ungod-like. You are better than 

that. 

Things may be difficult in the world, much like a job. Like things are always 

needing to be done, completed. Everyday has a little boredom. Every now and then 

a good thing, otherwise it is just a place were you are awaiting death, growing ever 

older. And yeah there are good days, more or less. But don’t worry! This isn’t the 

end of things! Be more a patient waiter as that’s what you will be in so knowing. 

Consider it a place to sit and wait for the next thing. 

Jesus' sacrifice was for humans. Not angels, fallen or otherwise. Of course God’s 

angels don’t need salvation. But Jesus didn’t die on the cross for The Devil. There 

is a different fate for him altogether. He died on the cross for humans. For our sins. 

For our salvation. It goes to show you that God would do anything for you. The 

Devil probably never expected God to do such a thing to get us back. It would 

seem that the Devil had one. But God will always know the answer.  



Forgive others. You will have a happier life. We all get angry which is fine. In fact 

some enjoy the feeling. They are those that navigate through it much better so they 

must be doing something right. Maybe someone was mean one day and not the 

next. But if you still had it on your mind and decide to get back at them, like days 

later, you e just ruined the solution: that is, that time has fixed it.  

Make up for any bad that you do. Give them a gift or something.  

A lot of your outcome depends on who you hang around with. Whoever you are 

with is largely how you will be. Just like Solomon said. I suggest that you find 

other Christian Satanists. 

I sometimes say that there is not going to be an apocalypse. But maybe there will 

be. Things are getting chaotic. But until I see certain total chaos forming I am just 

going to assume it is not yet time for that.  

Christians very often look for the most trivial of sins and Shane others worth them. 

They howl certain damnation. They are surely only showing the bad side of God. 

They should be helping the poor and things instead. But they’ll pick on a few 

vices, or make insignificant matters a vice. They judge and judge. It’s much better 

that a Christian just be loving, helpful, understanding, and useful. They can’t be 

Jesus any better than helping out those who are suffering. Even if it does seem so 

much work they should be doing that instead. But because it is so much work they 

choose to focus on other things he said. 

Many a televised pastor made rich was convinced that God has given them those 

exurbanite riches. What a fool that goes to hell in such a way! They really think 

that God would favor him or her and spend all of that money. But obviously God 

would want that to go to those that suffer. And they give no thought to the fact that 

not far from his neighborhood rests those on the street who are starving. Actually 

their homes are far away from such people. 

They say Jesus is coming back for some sort of instant peace. No, he is coming 

back with a sword as the Bible states he is. Things will have become incredibly 

chaotic. That’s the most obvious and dependable sign of his return: that there will 

be total chaos. Christians are expected to outlast turmoil and trouble. 

 

But Luciferianism cannot be without having a card up our sleeve and an Ace in the 

hole. If we have to pay a price then it will be paid. And after it is paid we will have 



earned our title to keep, hopefully with no further payment. Christian Satanism is 

the price of Independence. To claim and keep the world as our own. And it may be 

a long time coming, but someday that will be so.  

Whatever Christian Satanism produces in the future will be the balance. This 

religion and particularly its actual practice is not a total balance, that cannot be 

done so instantly. We will have to see what it produces. We will have to adjust it. 

And when that balance has been determined and created, that will be called 

“Luciferian.” Lucifer is actually a name that indicates both good and evil and the 

Bible has kept that fact well hidden.  

So do not go away from your people until you are sure they can make their way 

through themselves. Be with them until the time comes that they may go out on 

their own and be dependable to others of our kind. 

There will be a lot of remorse for those that only go halfway. So appoint a time to 

give yourself fully to God. Pray to him in the best possible way. Take it upon 

yourself to keep and use all Christian things you can. Tip the balance toward God, 

not the Devil. May God be at least a little more important in your life than Satan.  

 

What the Gods Are Doing 

Far in the human past God permitted aliens to walk among us, and continued to. 

First there was Satan in the garden of Eden, and among Job and others to. Just as 

indicated on The Book of Genesis and Job. Seems they were often among us in 

fact. From visits of angels to the demons that Jesus purged out of others. And some 

say an alien ship was described in the book of Ezekiel. 

I guess an explanation of what they are is due. Most people don’t know. We think 

in terms of aliens as being riders in space ships from other planets. They may be 

just as evolved as us in our stories. But the fact is that they have been in time 

infinity backward, some more newly around than that. They are evolved naturally a 

thousand years, or much more, or less. But God made them differently and often 

evolved them on their own. 

Not a planet sometimes. Rather more a dimension different than that of Earth 

world rules, places with different physics altogether different sometimes. No metal 



ships. More spiritual. We ourselves will evolve tech that is small on the belt letting 

us go where we want, to the moon, to Venus, into the sun if we get that far.  

I can only guess that God has set forth rules that restrict obvious visitations of 

them. And so they go undetected, for now. We can send images and video through 

the sky. As I speak this book is gloating in the sky to here to there.  

But what would a god do? Let’s say if you are truly a god what would you do? I 

would like to go among the people and evolve them with a new religion. I would 

take what I knew from my own life and present it to them, giving them the music 

of Beethoven. I would present to them the Z-Trumpet. Hand them the Tarot. And 

advance them scientifically and technology. I would be an agent of evolution. 

And maybe someday God would appoint you to be among the people of a different 

race.  

 

The Cross Must be Brought Down 

It has hanged there for centuries and blocked the way. It has caused so much 

trouble and strife. I’m not speaking out of blasphemy. I am against the crucifix 

because it is not a symbol of his life. It is one of his death. And no people are better 

qualified to bring down the cross than the Christian Satanist is. Just by our own 

very being and what we do and represent. What we produce, the arguments that 

arrive, and later acceptance will bring the cross down. 

Let us all accept one and all that Jesus is alive and well with us, unconditionally. 

Due to refusal to move on from that position, from being stunned, we have yet to 

move forward. Let the causes of Jesus remain with Jesus. He is the all powerful 

Son of God. We do not have others. We cannot crucify Jesus by crucifying others. 

His sacrifice was singular and for all. 

Like the sun shining brightly. We can shade ourselves from it. We can bask in it. 

But with or without any effort, it will burn just as brightly upon ourselves as we 

allow it to. As we need it, or as we don’t. And at the night time shines the moon 

being shined on by the sun. The next day is definite.  

God has proven dependable, that the rains will always return. That he made life 

lasting and reoccurring always. And God has both wanted and awaited the day 



when he should come back onto us, and that time will not be until the days after 

the cross was taken down.  

God gives no little thought with what we need. The Earth is each our in and 

contained riches unimaginable. He’d rather put people in a good place than a bad 

place. And he tends to our needs. He does not need to be reminded any further that 

He had sacrificed His Son. And the next step in our evolution is soon coming.  

Jesus is the fruit of the cross, and the cross is the tree of life. The curtain was torn 

open that all may enter. And the light was like one that reset. The Earth quaked 

opening up the way to hell. And so he went down to save those that had been 

damned. The Earth quaked and the cross fell down. And Jesus awoke in the tomb. 

The rock removed and like as one just circumcised he could not be touched. And 

don’t touch upon the cross. Touch upon Him.  

What a Disgrace 

And you are to tell them “Mr/ Ms Televised pastor do you think that God has given 

you your riches so that you may buy lavish things or that He would rather you 

provide to the suffering poor while you are eating fantastic meals and the homeless 

are starving for a sandwich?” 

Do you think that your focus, Pastor, should be on anti sexuality, or are you trying 

to install within them guilt? When any sexuality is a sin then a person cannot see 

what real sin is. All of this stuff is bad, anyway! In my early Christian life I feared 

for my soul over my private thoughts. Badly so. But God was the creator of lilust 

and it has kept us going.  

I knew plenty of hoax-priests in my time. The forehead pushers and those that used 

physics to their advantage, tearing up phone books with super “strength.”  

Is there really that much about Christianity that needs to be learned? Jesus made it 

clear that his teachings were not for those that are already saved, righteous, bit for 

those that really need to be changed, the badly sinful, evil kinds of people. 

Otherwise the lessons aren’t needed. Jesus is there to make better the truly bad. 

Not those that are already good and don’t need to be changed. To know your sins 

are paid for and to be a kind loving g person, that’s all you need to be doing as a 

Christian. 



After all He said that the Golden rule sums everything up (Doing unto others as 

you would have them do unto you.)  

Those Christians that think their lessons and such are never ending come into a 

highly ascetic life. A self sacrificing one that isn’t necessary. They form dangerous 

cults, sometimes perverted ones, sometimes anti government ones, sometimes ones 

whose members collectively kill themselves. They had simply delved to far into 

Christianity, creating Jesus into their dictator. That is the most dangerous thing 

about Christianity. They never feel good enough. They want to take a short cut to 

paradise. But remember, you cannot give to yourself God’s Kingdom. If you kill 

yourself to go there, that’s what you are attempting.  

If a worker shows up at 3 AM, many hours before his schedule, would the boss not 

send him away?  

A more pragmatic and lighthearted way is the way to go.  

 

 

Know the World Well 

Not many consider it a tragedy that more wasn’t taken out of life than it was. 

While a person in his life time may have had a few favorite drinks, a nice thing 

here and there, much was missed. They’ve missed out on life. They focused more 

on the hate and worries of things. They had regular stress. They never really come 

to know what such a wonderful experience the world was. All of the food was 

quickly eaten. All of the things they bought were just closet space. They could 

collect all of there favorite things just so they could know they were there. But they 

remained things untouched, unread, unplayed.  

Music they’ve just heard going in one ear and out of the other. Compulsions 

restricted pleasure. They’ve just milked things dry. They never learned to like new 

things. Remembering how a child is, we really died when we became adults. 

But the world is a wonderful place with wonderful things in it. And if you can just 

focus on one thing you are doing things right. You can’t love two things at once. 

Rather it is better to have focus that is strong and full. Just take a moment to think 

about one thing you want. One thing you could enjoy. Then take it and enjoy it. 



If you don’t want anything, if you don’t have want, then you don’t have anything 

really. So do what you can to build up desire for something. Hold thoughts that are 

good until they are no longer as strong in you a feeling of good.  

There is a but that some are in that life is going no where. I’ve always said the best 

route to pride and fulfillment is to work. To at least have a purpose with work 

behind it, with or without money. Through my own writings I desire to at least 

have a chance at success. I’m not doing this for money. Right now my job for that 

is at a cook at SFGH. San Francisco is a great place by the way, and I invite you 

over. My books are in public domain. If they become popular and I’m asked to 

make a new book that isn’t, I’d only do so on commission.  

I am totally bored on the morning so I write during that time. Writing does a lot 

more than anything else. A picture may paint a thousand imaginations but does not 

paint a thousand words. My books have about 30,000 words.  

Wherever you are, whatever you do, if you can make the current 45 minutes good 

in your life, than you’d have learn one of the greatest tricks in life. Distract 

yourself if you need to. Or just settle yourself into some pleasant thought. Food 

and entertainment are the best things in life. And nothing .ales life better like 

enjoying those two things in full.  

 

A Further Look into The Principle List 

This list has taken on three titles to date: The Principality List, The Principle List, 

and The Angelic Principality List.  

It was created during my time in The Hole for a month. I was a mad man during 

that period. See, I need certain medication to control my mind and keep me sane. 

My thoughts, however, are especially imaginative and deep, unique and more 

penetrating, while I am without it.  

The history of it, the reasons why it was created, etc., Have previously been 

indicated. 

This list indicates twelve people. Or you may also say, 12 types of people based on 

four traits. Typically a color, an animal, an object, and an item of power. These 

four are seen in all movies, games, and books. Wherever one of them is mentioned 

they are referring to one of the twelve, or a mix of any two or more of the twelve. 



From it scenarios can be played out, interactions can be observed, powers seen to 

be held in certain areas, less so in others, a person’s true place found, plots made, 

and the story between them told. 

I have the list written below. It is my most favorite and most important thing I’ve 

ever written. While you are watching a movie, reading a book, or watching a game 

being played, or playing one yourself, look for these four things per each of the 

twelve people in the list.  

I set forth twelve types of people. Think carefully about which of the twelve you 

want to be. And try to keep that decision. Then when you are watching a movie, 

etc., You can see yourself. You can see the other eleven or of your own kind, and 

you will truly know great things.  

You will learn about your relationships with the other 11 and find 

brother/sisterhood with you own number. You will carry an idea of a theme, and 

you will be placed into the list of gods of the Earth. You will know what to do. 

You will know better what magic is. You will see yourself and your Christian 

Satanic partners in all of the movies you watch, books you read, and games you 

play. And you will have a lot of ideas to use. And most of all you will always have 

a source of inspiration.  

It's all very easy: just see these in movies, games, and books as they are presented 

in them. 

Person One 

Red, Hand, Staff, Bird 

Person Two 

Bee, Brown, Bear, Cane 

Person Three 

Green, Rabbit, Seed, Stage 

Person Four 

White, Ring, Goat, Thief 

Person Five 



Gold, Sword, Swine, Joker 

Person Six  

Red, Whip, Cat, Fairy 

Person Seven 

Lord, Yellow, Rodent, Wind 

Person Eight 

Bb/Blast/Wand, Beast, Fox, Black 

Person Nine 

Yellow, Toad, Horse, Dust 

Person Ten 

Assassin, Word, Creature, Lion/Tiger 

Person Eleven 

Elephant, Blue, Stone, Spirit 

Person Twelve 

Dragon, Mask, Purple, Dog/Wolf.  

These can also be used to tell all new stories. They can be connected whereas 

before they were disconnected. And variant stories can be made too connecting the 

substance of one story to a different story. Or they could produce sermons, by 

giving each of the twelve a pre-existing name, whatever they may be (Jesus, Satan, 

Lucifer, God..)  

 

Passing into our own Dimension 

There shall be an apocalypse, but not for us. That time has passed. It never was for 

us. God had created them man and woman, and to be married together. Nothing 

that God creates is lost. All things continue. And we are The Continuation of Earth. 



Humans were appointed to work this land and our work continues here. You see 

shadows of your loved ones here.  

God has set you upon this path all long. You were meant to be with us. We were 

meant to remain together, forever. We nay separate, more or less, but no matter 

how far we wonder off we will always find each other again. We will be together 

forever in The Middle Realm.  

The Apocalypse will not occur for us. That is a different place for a different 

people.  

Our work is here. Our job is universal perfection in the Earthly realm. Earth our 

base, and outward to go, world to world, time and again. Someday we will develop 

so good and well as to be equals to the Angels of Heaven. And we have a long way 

to go, but contemplate that for a moment.  

What was left here on this Earth is all for us. We have with us shadows if people. 

They show to us their reflection. And whoever God has placed here are here 

because Heaven or Hell was not a right place for them. In time God will set this 

forth our Kingdom and our place, after we have developed well enough to 

pronounce it ours and grab onto it, keeping it, setting forth The Order, The Rule. 

And for some this is purgatory. This is just a pit stop. God sends those here whom 

He needs time to form judgment over. And places them in the human form as a 

baby, even, if He needs to know their true nature. If he needs to see them more 

clearly, more sharply.  

Consider it our land, though, a land of immigrants, but our Kingdom appropriated 

by God. Like a slit made on the fabric of the universe with the existence of things 

gray that insisted on being.  

 

Furthering Rights 

The petty concerns of weak people damage rights more than anything else. You 

have no right to do things unsafe. You have no right to hurt another in the least of 

ways. You can’t seriously defend yourself. You may be convicted of “excessive 

use if self defense.” You may have a weapon under our conditions. If you hurt 

anyone certainly blatant toward you, you are punished by the law. People will 

quibble and feel unsafe, retiring to their coves assured that the least they’d have to 



worry about is altogether absent. People should agree that people being among 

people, bad things are just inevitable. It seems that Christianity has seeped into our 

pores the wrong way. Forgiveness is not present in people. They will make up 

stories and exaggerate everything, with wines for the judge.  

If the government is sure to keep things ugly then graffiti should be legal. You 

have to provide an arm and a leg to be acceptable in certain societies, fully coated 

and saturated with things that shouldn’t matter to people. The rage of people is full 

and fiery and no consideration is given to the real motive of things. That is, that 

shaty people bullied then and let them to a swift and certain revenge against them.  

Regulations abound. Areas in insignificant places are raided and taken under siege. 

If they continue to put such burden on people and corner them then otherwise good 

people will be blotted black.  

Doing away with straws and sugar, bags and smokes, are laws tended to by hair 

splitters. All of this stuff can be recycled later and believe it, it isn’t going to 

destroy our Earth. Worst of all is religious freedom being molested and fondled. 

And psychology to replace it, in part. We are made to think as the psychologist 

would have us. Like hearing on the bus one day a person trying to grow threats as 

though it was a crop to seed and spontaneously pull up. See got into an argument 

over a petty matter. And said the guys dog tried to attack her, implying that it 

should be put to sleep. The dog didn’t even bark. These people shouldn’t be taken 

seriously.  

The callers of police over trivial matters have increased. Having a small BBQ in 

the park. Loitering in their own hotel area. Selling lemonade without a license. 

Why do they have these desires to have them arrested? Beyond them wanting 

power, I can’t really say.  

You have a right. Consider it to be like a heavy stone. Too heavy to pick up and 

haul away. So they nudge it and look at you to see if you mind. Was just an inch. 

So the next day they move it further away. They look to see if you care. Maybe the 

third day they appear a little bothered. So they go around saying to others it would 

be nice if that big ugly rock was removed. They recruit others. They get them on 

their side, usually with pseudo science. With things exaggerated. And that is the art 

of gently taking away one's right.  

Action against it is not taken until things go too far. When people have their rights 

taken, it is usually a gradual thing. But the balloon will burst and as things are, it 



would probably lead to the greatest resurgence in personal liberty and rights not 

before equaled.  

 

The Five Planets 

When I was young I envisioned a world I called Orion. As a kid I needed a 

separation from reality. I also thought of places like Nintendo land. I believed 

wholeheartedly these places existed. In fact I thought I could create them right 

before my eyes, or just look around and make it happen.  

There is a theory of science that space is without boundaries. And so that one 

world could be present a number less (an infinite) times. No boundaries mean you 

can never fully fill it. And that is something beyond human understanding. After 

all totally nothing could not be either, could it? Nothing.. forever backward, 

nothing filling all space. Not even a dark void. That too is something entirely 

intangible. It is a thing that science hasn’t thought much of.  

So as I believe these things to be, aren’t they? This place, trillions of light years 

away, or much further, or perhaps less far away, exists as my mind has thought it 

does. And by faith I know they know me. Faith is really important in all of this. If 

you have any doubt that they know you, than to that degree they do not. And so 

you can have them act on your will. 

Maybe God is a very, very (very) smart thinker. 

I made five worlds. The other four came upon me starting just a few years ago. 

While homeless. These were called Sefra, Link, Pippy, Ler, and the one of my 

youth was called Orion. I’ve made books containing much detail about them. But 

here is a basic definition of each: 

SEFRA is a candy land of places, containing the types of people in that 

Scandinavian style of Bubble gum pop (for example Lazy Town or Aqua, for a 

reference.) 

LINK is a place decidedly against science, to the point that it is illegal. So 

everything is old fashioned. 

PIPPY is a place of sorcery. A somber and dark place. Of witches and things, of 

fantasy reality. But not really evil. 



LER is a place of great iniquity.  

ORION is a place of a childish though very naturally intelligent race with much 

more resources than our own.  

 

What to do if you have nothing to do 

Some head straight to bed which is fine up to a point. Children have a ton if things 

to do. As long as they aren’t abused then they are happy. Depression comes with 

maturity. Some people eat. Especially those that are alone. They eat throughout the 

day. And it isn’t so much a diet and exercise they need as much as it is a different 

life. One full of more people, perhaps a regular job or something. Diet and exercise 

doesn’t cure the cause.  

A little productivity here and there is a great thing. To have a project to work on a 

little each day. If you learn to do a variety of things so much more to your choices. 

Some days are better than others. Some days, there is nothing to do. Some days 

you may find many things to do. Someday you feel you wouldn’t need anything 

more than just to relax. 

But all days shouldn’t be considered great days. Those truly blessed have it that 

way but most if us do not. And that’s not to say that all days are either terrible or 

great. It’s more to say that some days are boring while in others you are doing 

something very worth doing, like spending your check. 

But don’t expect all days to be great. 

Sometimes you feel that you just have so much good things to think about that it’s 

all you need to feel happy that day. That is, maybe because the past few days were 

really good ones, and the next day will be too. 

I can spend all day thinking about the gifts I have given to my family when it is 

their birthdays come and I do. Certainly makes it worth it. But I can give to anyone 

and feel good about it.  

Remember this, that some situations are made better that are otherwise just 

ordinary. Such as having new clothes while you are out in public. If you didn’t 

have them then that would be just another walk. Sitting down with a really good 

drink. Creating a camp fire in your back yard. Having friends over.  



So the idea is what can make where you are now a better thing? What can you 

bring into it to make it better? 

You know I would be really happy with a few things right now. I can think of them 

and put my heart into getting and using them. We don’t live in caves anymore. Our 

thoughts have evolved as a result. Cave men or even people just a couple of 

hundred years ago wouldn’t have had such a variety of thought. What would they 

think about? A fire, meat, a classical concert, a visit? What I mean is, they 

wouldn’t have a favorite show on TV to think about, or a movie, a computer to put 

together, the new things. 

Dolls and comic books are out. Video games and electronics are in. I used to watch 

music video TV channels all day. I’d wait for that right video to appear among 

very many I liked, few were shown. I had my VHF tape ready to record. I’d repeat 

the song again and again. I could do that all day, happily. I used the radio similarly. 

And mechanical typewriters, I had a few. I used to have rooms and emulators. But 

it just spoiled me on it all together. Just like what happened when I could have any 

song. And that’s the point I make.  

Because of the internet I can do about anything that can be done now. As well as I 

could be taught. I get to hear about other people and their interest in retro games. 

I’m no longer surprised about a new movie, game, or system. The previews appear 

a year early, or even more. I remember as a child I would see the first appearance 

of a preview for a movie to appear in just a week. I bolted out of my hotel bed 

when Bogus Journey came on as a trailer.  

I used to have to call a dozen places to find just what I wanted. I had no hope of 

finding certain things, at all. Internet stores changed that. And online maps. Now 

whatever I want I can get. Like an eye of Providence shirt or necklace, a shirt that 

has Link on it with the text above him “It is dangerous to go alone, take this” or 

one of my favorite things, a Mickey Mouse watch.  

I sure get impatient over the mail though so whenever I can I buy it locally. 

Besides, San Francisco is rich with things. You name it.  

Things are certainly accounted for these days.  

 

Typical Christian Satanic Interests 



And interest in Christian Satanism 

There are the kinds of emergence of gray ideas happening today. Right now we 

have their side and the other side (Christian/Hero, Satanist/Villain) Good/Evil, 

Light/Dark. As it goes and always has been. So we don’t currently have much at all 

in the terms of things in the middle, things gray. So don’t feel bad if you have a 

hard time finding anything of interest, as a reflection of your identity and religion. 

As it goes there isn’t much there, yet. There will be someday, I’m sure. 

In the meantime you can consider one or the other and with imagination 

conceptualize them a little more bad, a little more good. And just because they are 

called “good,” “Holy,” “Pure,” or in contrast “bad,” etc., doesn’t mean the are 

entirely, in every way. So whatever they do is sometimes going to be a mix of 

good and bad. Bad is a word I don’t really like to use, as a perfectly Christian 

Satanic person would say, but you get the idea. 

You should feel fine pretending to be evil. Like through black/ death metal. Or an 

angel if God. Pretending does no harm. It doesn’t bother God one bit. Of course, 

though, don’t act on it. But acting on it is a leap away. Most people have bad 

thoughts. They’d kill in an instant someone who badly offends them, if it were 

legal. Fortunately most of us fear punishment enough not to.  

Grey things are becoming more common, even if by little and little. I hope “the 

grey side,” is a future thing. Some actually say it would be. Those old books did 

mention “the shadow side.” In fact they will probably be the strongest characters 

when this comes about. They want to emphasize the newest thing. They’ll 

probably consider it’s about time. 

Believing ng is halfway there, they say, and in fact it can be a little more than 

halfway there. There is all kinds of art and stories, characters, films, games, that 

you can make that are of things grey. It is a new area of thought. To combine good 

and evil themes together could be well noticed. Christian Satanism is like the god 

of grey things. It raises questions I have to spend an hour answering. It upsets 

people, sometimes. For others it sparks curiosity, strongly so. It especially bothers 

“Christianists,” and “Satanismists.” sided-minded people, those that wear their title 

like a badge. Those recruiting types that don’t realize we are the result of both, and 

the answer. 

It’s a Dirty Job But Someone Has to do It 



I personally don’t see how Christian Satanism couldn’t have been made, 

eventually. But in the history of things it couldn’t have come much sooner. 

Satanism had come to be fully defined. Whether that is LaVey's Satanism (which is 

just so his own and off course that it stands alone) or the Devil Worshipping 

Satanism that had cone about through metal in the 1980’s. The next step could 

have been far off if it were not for me.  

I just looked into my past and saw a reoccurring theme. For periods I was Satanic, 

and for periods Christian very strongly being both. Those periods just became so 

brief that one day I woke up and learned what I really was: a Christian Satanist. 

After I began writing about it I got a lot of hate from it. Sometimes a lot of love 

and interest, though, enough to keep me going. 

I’d seen that nothing new had cone for a long while regarding either. The formula 

for regular Satanism is rather simple. It is an inversion of Christianity. Maybe then 

it is correctly called Christian Satanism. Mine is a bit different than that, a mix of 

the two, not an inversion, not entirely or out of necessity.  

I was perfect for the part. I have a lot if education with the things that called for it. 

The things that would make it the best it could be I spent endless days searching 

for. And while I went into making it, corrections and alterations were made until I 

felt it fell right into it’s optimal place. My Christian Satanic Bible took 6 years to 

complete. After that things got easier. 

Christians want to restrict my rights. I found that Satanists may or may not like me, 

but they don’t threaten to do things to me like burn my books and have them 

removed from the places they are found. It comes off as “you shouldn’t have any 

rights.” And there is a lot to be said about such people but it’s enough to say they 

wholeheartedly think their way us the only way. The best way. The only best way. 

And that all others are wrong. All others are lacking. All others need to be fixed. 

That is the mentality of Christian-imposed censorship. They could never even 

consider that maybe their way I’d not the only way. Nor that maybe it isn’t so 

good. And they think that only they have any qualification at all to reach others, to 

tell them what to do.  

I don’t get behavior like that from Satanists.  

So expect the crowds we will be pushing through to be crazy, mindless simpletons. 

Let them say what they want. It is all good publicity. Be vague in your answers. 

Appear cocky headed and unconcerned with their demeanor. Brush them off. They 



may not know it, but their behavior helps us. We want them to bring up the topic 

no matter what they have to say about it.  

 

Happiness and Joy are Sacred 

But only apart from drugs. The naturally happy are harmless. They are the least 

likely to impart harm on others. It is therefore imperative that The People of any 

nation be happy. Maybe even the government’s greatest responsibility is to have it 

so. People that are usually happy aren’t angry, at all. They have everything good 

going for them. If your enemy is happy and you don’t like it, consider that maybe 

yesterday was a bad day for him if her, and their attitude has since changed, 

hopefully for a long enough period for the to remain tolerable. 

So keep the happy happy, and give others good reason to be so. Give others the 

things they need to be happy, other than drugs.  

But give people the other things they need. Reduce frustration in them. But provide 

for them a purpose, and encouragement to work. A person with confidence will do 

better. A person without it will bumble and tear up his or her work, and perhaps 

discontinue. Be an aid to their self esteem and encourage them, always. 

Let the Christian Satanist focus on making other Christian Satanists happy, and if 

they are low and down pick them up. And let all if the government’s of the world 

know that through taxes it should be their primary focus to make the population 

happy, from person to person. If you see someone laughing and getting by “a little  

to well” do not be envious about it. And it us easy not to when you put everyone in 

mind, not just yourself. It is a person who is happy that makes (and keeps) the 

world a better place. 

But do not tolerate a person whose happiness truly does cone from your suffering. 

In such a case as that do be generally forgiving but if you are being bullied the only 

way out may be to show your strength. A time or two after you do, they will cease.  

And in some circumstances a person just isn’t able to be happy. We all have our 

frustrating periods sometimes, some more than others. Councilors of the world 

should have some sort of organization that ensures the happiness of others. 

Grievance claims are present for those wanting revenge, or counter action against a 



presence of personal injustice. But an organization should exist that generally tends 

to the happiness of both individuals and groups.  
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Introduction 

 

The effectiveness of these spells depends on your ability to form and use things 

from the abstract. I’ve left enough understanding of these to do so easily enough. 

Whatever additional things you learn and how you yourself find them to work the 

best, record into a book. These may not be all too easy to enact at first but with 

practice you will improve.  

These take ideas from spells and such found in RPGs and gives them a useful 

meaning in real life. It can be as simple as casting ice by numbing pain that is to 

cast ice. But it can be whatever for what ice may do. To burn with passion would 

be to cast fire. And such as that. By knowing what types of actions are spells 

according to the elements of things manipulated, and to use them, we will call that 

Christian Satanic Magic. I would say Level 1 is Christian Satanic and Level 2 is 

Luciferian. 

As for summoning it is to place into your life a thought or feeling held. To place a 

certain thing in your life that does what you wish to have done. For example, 

something created that acts on it’s in after it is made, apart from any further action 

from you. A reoccurrence made to last as long as possible.  

We then have a method and way and know better what we are doing, for it is given 

a name and definition.  

 

The Christian Satanic Book of Spells 

Fire 

What all can be said of fire? It consumes, it undoes, it is warm, it is pain. In the 

other hand it is helpful, even life saving. It is much like anger. As such it will 

either burn the individual from the inside out or will move outward for whom it is 

intended. As the sun is the god of all fires in this vicinity, responsible for sight, for 



life, the worship of the sun may be incorporated into a spell of fire. For a season 

we are warm and for a season we are cold. Fire spells work best in the Summer. 

And better in the warmer places, though a spell that powerful may be deadly. If 

you no longer want something, whatever it is, then burn it. Fore can also be 

associated with strong drive and motivation. It can be work one does. It could be to 

outlast your problems, to bear any bad situation until it burns out. Hot water or 

drinks work well with fire magic. And so does incense, candles, and fire cooked 

foods. Use the spell of fire to burn the things of frozen ice you do not like. Use it to 

warm the waters of your life, as you would have it be. Fire is The Burnt Offering. 

Fire is The Burning of Fuel. For atonement. For motivation. For completion. To get 

places. To see a thing unto it’s end. Use fire for all these reasons. 

Float 

What floats? Such is anti gravity or the feather where one goes to escape another. 

To be separated from those of below. To be away, hidden. To get through quicker. 

To rise above, even as a god. To be better. To be unharmed. Float magic works 

well with feathers, even toy airplanes or Jets. It can be like a bubble. A bubble 

moves very freely. It is worry free. It is palpable. It changes direction easy. Or the 

balloon. One of whom may be pooped for different reasons, like bringing them 

back into reality or to burst ones bubble. It is to rise above worry and inferiority. It 

is to escape. Those best at the float spell will walk on air. The clouds are 

sometimes associated with the float spell. On which things can be seen, or one may 

pour down above with. And very meaningfully sometimes, it is to make your way 

back home. 

Ice 

To solidify is to cast ice. To capture, to preserve, is ice. The ice spell works well 

with photography, but not with video. Ice can be good to the taste better than 

things like warm. It is in a different manner present as being harsh on those who 

have harmed you or others. It can represent a place of no mercy against such 

people. The symbol of ice can be a judge. It can be an area hard to cross. The 

longer you are in it the colder you become. Fire spells are sometimes necessary 

against those who have cast upon you ice. But once you are away from it you will 

have become unfound. I e can be shocking, such as with water. It can “shock you 

awake” to use it on yourself according to perspective. Ice is the absence of light. 

And it works well with a cold bath. 



Rain 

Rain can bring many things. For some a blessing. For others a curse. A curse of 

things being too good for certain types of people. First plant your seed and bring 

rain upon it. The rain spell and seed go hand in hand. It is the causing of things to 

grow and develop. And is associated with the plow when it is cast at it’s best. It is 

to fix problems to. To wash them out. But be aware of too much rain because it can 

flood things out. The rain is usually seasonal. It is difficult to pull down whenever 

one wishes, let alone every single day. The rain seeps into the Earth and gives us 

water that we all need. It soaks into things and can be found with digging. The 

shovel is a magical tool of the rain spell. Just as some spells use wands, the rain 

spell uses a shovel. And along the way you may find hidden treasures just for 

looking for the water. The rain cleanses us if sin, such as in a shower. And the rain 

will auto cast itself when it needs to. The rain is a symbol of hope. The rainbow is 

the greatest thing that can result.  

Numb 

Resiliency is the key word for the numb spell. To get through pain and stress the 

best you are able. To choose not to care. To put ice on the wound. The numb spell 

is used for those sorts of solutions as they are called for. It is also used to remove 

the same things in others.  It is in strength and a decision to deal positively with a 

helplessly bad situation. It is to calm another or oneself down.  

Crazy 

Lost of inhibition results in it. The drink of this spell is instant magic, which is 

alcohol. It is the result of a person broken sometimes. It is the barrier beyond 

things too serious. Those that dance and sing and are happy have within them this 

spell. And it may just be a spell of temporary happiness. It is things made strange. 

It can take a lot to tolerate in others. It is to do something in an unusual way. 

Which at first sight is a jumble of mess but when it is known better can be remixed 

into more sanity. Can be quite appealing to some. Some prefer those who are crazy 

over those that are dull and boring. We seem to admire such things to a certain 

degree. But more than anything it is being care free. It is a loss of seriousness. It 

can be found in dancing and those with minimal worry. And so to cast crazy is, 

most of all, to impart confidence on yourself.  

Holy 



“There is a Holy thing here.” Superstition is a sibling to the spell of Holy. It is to 

have on your side rightness, the strength of morality and power of philanthropy. To 

of having God on your side. To have righteous authority. Or just to be too right to 

deny. The symbols for this spell are abundant. The tool for it is the cross. To enact 

the will of God is to cast Holy. To have His purpose enacts is to cast Holy. To do 

as He would will, is to cast Holy. One can make themselves more pure such as 

through the ascetic or moderation and that is to cast the holy. Prayers, reading 

scriptures, speaking well of God, gathering the Christian together, casts Holy. To 

eliminate in your life real vices even if temporarily is to cast Holy. But Holy is 

usually a short lived spell. Beginning strong but quickly phasing out. But 

improving the world in any way is to also cast it. How much Holy have you had 

this week? But remember that too much of this spell is harmful and dangerous, and 

so you were warned. But also remember, God will reward you for any good casting 

of this spell, and the world rewards such people more than any other. To cast Holy 

can be as simple as fixing someone’s troubles or problems or can be as great as a 

personal self sacrifice.   

Pearl 

Pearl is a spell of value. It is represented by all good material things to the degree 

that they are possessed. A very powerful spell it a out all true value of things. It 

goes hand in hand with work and money. That work and possessions bring pride, 

the Pearl spell brings you pride. If you have real pride for any reason, you have the 

Spirit of the Pearl inside of you. It is to make your future better the best that you 

can, and do, to cast Pearl. Pearl is the treasures of your heart. It is the things 

desired. And when cast, is the things you have. “The world is your oyster,” is a 

saying of this spell, a kind of mantra regarding it. It may not be easy to find that 

thing of total goodness bit those that have had had Pearl in mind. It is a kind of 

thing you keep rested in your mind and remain aware of. To ha e the spirit of the 

Pearl is to take life by the hands to actively make it better.  

Meteor 

Meteor is wrath and the part you play in it. It can be the toppling of fascist 

dictatorships. You in an army or group against such things. It is the practice of 

eliminating bad things as much as you are able to. It is to fervently correct any 

injustice. It can also be the occupation of the police. But meteor has many different 

sides to it. That is the side of Justice. Another cause of the meteor spell is to make 



things new. I find it certain that God destroyed the dinosaurs so that the Earth can 

move into the place He desired more. So destruction that causes life is to cast 

meteor. The symbol of this spell is the star. To wish upon a star helps in evoking 

meteor. The meteor spell works best when all such things are in motion. 

Sometimes the gears aren’t moving at all. Meteor and fire are spells that work well 

together.  

 Revert-Retro 

The name refers to nostalgia and ones earlier days. Days they are a little sad to 

have seen gone but very happy to see them around still to some degree. The 

emotion of nostalgia – returning to childhood feelings toward something, is Revert-

Retro. There is a particularly useful magical tool for this spell, actually a few. 

Those are recorded media. Such as a song on tape (CD or anything) and movies on 

TV, a video playing device. Those remained still. The trick in the casting of this 

spell is to see them again with the eyes you first witnessed them as a child. In 

effect you are going back to that place and time in your mind. It can be called 

giving crystal to the mind of the past. That would be difficult to elaborate on. It is 

more a spell lived under than cast. To be a part of a community (for me it would be 

late 1980s and all 1990s things.) Usually your teenage years. The magical tools 

around them don’t have to be so much used as just around. Be it old tech or old 

games or toys etc. Collecting things is to bring it back into your life to have not 

only those things you had earlier in life but everything the same you wanted and 

can now have. And if it I’d cast at all it us just in absorbing and appreciating it as 

much as you once did, and to share your interests with the like minded. Anything 

old as new is good- meaning to create again things of old. To act as a creator for 

it’s continuing life.    

Chaos 

The chaos spell is needed more than any other sometimes. The Earth needs seeds 

of all kinds tossed anywhere and every where. Over-driven systems need to be torn 

apart. The need to return to simpler things is carried by all but the majority just 

want more, more, more of the same. To break apart from it and carry off in your 

hands only those things you wish to have is an isolation spell. But the better 

solution is to cast chaos. To shake the foundation. To bring down the high building 

that has been for a hundred years/ starting to rot. Those that take upon themselves 

several things at once but yet manage to become well at them all is at One with 



chaos. The friend of chaos is as one that can sort things out in their proper places. 

Multiplicity is the word to look for when using this spell. It is to rouse people too, 

but I’ll leave that with you and end here. 

Bio 

The knowledge of bodily functions and systems is used in the casting of Bio. Be 

that doctoring, surgery, bio tech, pharmaceuticals, and also the psychological 

workings of the mind. Certainly a very powerful magic. We probably know more 

about electronics than we do biology. To use this spell the best it can be used one 

must first accumulate much of it’s knowledge. The reward is the greatest that can 

be found: the formula of immortality. At least longer life. And if you like, you can 

have your pet, your familiar beside you. Or a friend. The key word for this spell is 

Life.  

Divide 

“Divide and conquer,” so they say. But the Christian Satanist cannot be divided. It 

is a splitting into two. It is taking things apart to view things individually. It is the 

split between night and day. To separate things that shouldn’t be together. It is to 

give the right portion to one, and the rest to another. It is also to separate good 

feelings from bad feelings. The sun and Moon are it’s symbols and is sometimes 

best a spell performed in the twilight. The sword may also be it’s symbol. One with 

a double edge. Jesus has said he will return to split apart all people that they must 

come to him. And Paul said to be just like Jesus. Those that divide into two may 

have a better understanding from what is observed as a whole. The curtain was 

ripped in two. And behind it were seen dancing clowns and buffoons. Jesus and 

God then knew He was being mocked. The truth settled on Jesus just before his 

(temporary) death. At worst, certainly a black aspect, is to rip the spirit from the 

body.  

Wind 

Where the wind goes, who really knows? But how it goes is the only way it could. 

The spirits direction is different than the direction of the mind and flesh. Those 

very keen of this will be powerful with the spell of wind. The wind can build up 

and be powerful. Sometimes less so, sometimes more, sometimes things don’t 

seem to be moving along at all. A person is at perfect peace when the wind isn’t 

moving the mind and flesh. And in such cases the spirit is most moved. Movement, 



action, pushing forward, are all the workings of the wind spell. To The breeze can 

be most pleasant on a day of burning heat. To have a glimpse in sadness that things 

aren’t really so bad. And as for others, wind cast is encouragement given. Wind 

can be used to push certain things away. Or to bring them forward. Make gust that 

is powerful enough. Sometimes it is the more powerful the better. But if you knock 

someone onto the ground they may become very angry about it.  

Cure 

This is a spell based on many different things. I will cover some of them here. I 

couldn’t possibly cover them all. First off it is to atone. To make reparations. 

Second of all it is to fix a harmful problem in yourself or another. Third, it is to 

find a solution. And fourth, it is to change something into a thing that works better. 

The remedy can sometimes taste sour. In fact t it almost always does. So then it 

must be sneaked in with all subtly when dealing with another. A chalice of a good 

drink is a magical tool for this spell. It is best cast in private with your own inner 

thoughts. Be careful to limit your judgment on the matter. One person’s trash is 

another person’s treasure. A vice for one is not for another. One person’s pleasure 

is another person’s pain. And there is no accounting for good taste. The problems 

of society are addressed best with a cure spell. The optimal solution must be found 

and implemented especially if you are the only one who knows what that may be. 

Cure is a spell that some are very good at and use frequently. Therapists, doctors, 

coaches, motivators, cure is their profession. The more problems you fix in your 

own life the better off you will be. If you want a cure, for boredom, for the 

mundane and changeless, you may be needing to focus all of your efforts on this 

spell. Just remember that fixing one problem may cause another. “Don’t fix it if it 

isn’t broken” and go about in life as happily as may be. Put more good in it, as 

much as you can.   

Heal 

Human beings have always had among them healers, be they shamans or doctors. 

This is a spell that can become a profession. It is a bandage. It is spiritual well 

being. To cast it: meditate, visualize if you like, eat comfort foods, buy something 

you really like, something that brings you Joy, go to a place or do a thing that 

makes you feel good. Pick yourself up – shave, bathe, take care of your hygiene. 

Do all you can to adapt yourself to otherwise difficult things. And as for helping 

others, a little of words can go a long way and so be understanding. Remove 



yourself from bad situations. Be among those who bring out your best. Rest as 

needed. Take a break away. Go on a walk. Concentrate on any good thing or at 

least keep the better things at heart. 

Regen 

The definition for Regen is “A gradual but consistent improving of things.” What 

you do today may pay off tomorrow. Take that chance any chance you get. Invest 

in the future. Make your life a little better each day. As much as you are able, as 

well as you can. Save one to have two tomorrow. Always look for new things. 

Expand your horizons. Count on the things you really can. And so find no 

disappointments. Give to others so they can return to you appreciation, if even that 

alone. Place your family and friends first. The rule of thumb for casting Regen is a 

definite way that will contribute to your future. And if you master such a spell that 

will be continual. Sometimes bad things are in the way. In that case use a 

“destructive” gray spell to knock them down, break down the wall, and allow good 

things to come forth. It is more personal spell than the others are.  

Shell  

The spell of the shield. It is to place a barrier from you against any bad thing. It is 

to be ready before hand, and that can take some thought. There are different sizes 

and types of shields. An endless amount. There are very small ones. Wooden ones. 

Silver ones. Golden ones. Mirror ones. Magical ones. The wooden ones are to 

prevent a minor affliction. But they are easier to carry along. The heavier ones are 

only taken with you as they are seriously expected to be needed. The mirror ones 

have a reflective element to them. And whatever your purpose for them come to 

know what you need and when you need it. You may even draw pictures of them 

to get a better idea. Before you can get too angry over a disappointment or the 

harshness of someone, be prepared. That is to cast upon you shell. The spell is 

usually temporary. It will last as long as you infuse it with a concentrated power. 

The more concentrated the better. And protect yourself, your family and loved 

ones most of all. Prevent a bad thing before it can happen. 

Safe 

“It’s better to be safe than be sorry,” One of the best things you can do to ensure 

your safety is the be in the right place. Unfortunately some have no way out. 

During persecution some have hidden themselves well enough to escape it. To 



have others at your side can help you. It is a very cooperative spell. To protect your 

belongings, hiding them, securing them, in a safe, is good. But you also must make 

a safe of your own person. Keep away from those sick, whatever sickness they 

may have. Do not become involved with troublemakers on the path of jail or 

prison. Keep the right company! Leave yourself out of the arguments of others. To 

go against one is sometimes to go against a group they may have around you. Turn 

the other cheek. Escape. Fill your body and life with only harmless pleasures. Put a 

wall up against you and your individual being.  

Life 

Decide well and accurately what your life is for. And have it be about that. Other 

doesn’t require too much knowledge. You just need to know what your life should 

be about and what makes you happiest.. like the top ten things of it. Knowing this, 

create a book of Life. Reward yourself accordingly based on the Law of Life. 

Remove the bad. Draw in the good according to this book. Whatever your favorite 

things are do not forsake. And that’s one aspect to this spell. Another is to create 

life. Either real life or as a product of your mind. Real life is to have a child. That 

itself involved your significant other. Or do as I and have your child be your books, 

or as Peter Steele put it, his songs. Do anything pleasurable. Don’t just sit and fill 

your time with menial entertainment as most are prone to doing. Work for a new 

and better life every day. Bask in the sun, appreciate the coolness of the night. 

Read Ecclesiastes for better insight.  

 

Flood 

To flood is to fill any empty or vacant area with a large sum of setting else. It will 

often result in “over kill” but as such is a total solution, one you can be sure of. It is 

to “go overboard,” to eliminate every trace of a problem or possible bad outcome. 

Sometimes it is for the complete surety of something done right. To “measure 

twice and cut once.” Such a thing requires a lot of responsibility, for this spell that 

hangs above others could result in a lot of harm in the name of good. Entire 

populations have been wiped out due to drug abuse. Paranoid dictators have left no 

possible trace of upheaval by destroying large bulks of the population. So it is a 

spell that can be very harmful. Other types of flooding in can occur such as that of 

desire to do things perfectly and completely. A lot of times people will at first 

detest their work but later come to live for it. To do it fully, leaving no stone left 



unturned. To hammer something into someone’s head (typically these days anti 

smoking or to not text and drive) is most effective as a flood hammering it’s way 

forth. There are many different ways of the spell. It can be about the tides of 

change, a rushing forth of anything, or to fill empty spaces as previously stated. 

A-Zone 

“The Anti Zone.” 

B-Zone 

“The Belonging zone” 

Y-Zone 

“True yearning zone” 

Z-Zone 

“The Zionist zone.”  

Quake 

“Shaking the foundation,” Being the revolution. Standing for desirable change. 

Being a proponent in change. That’s the first kind of quake spell. The second is to 

shake or mix things up. The third is to rip open a portal (from here to there. Heaven 

and He’ll, Earth and Hell – or any place that is beforehand separated. The quake 

spell is something that rattles. Something that tears open. Something that tremors. 

It is often the result of the best new thing. Something so great yet new that it is 

undeniable. It ushers in the new form- the new entity. And is taken forth by the 

most brilliant (or at least deepest and heaviest) of thinkers. It comes across as 

something shiny and new. Unfortunately once it’s brilliance has dimmed from 

over-burning it is no longer as valuable, That is the power of change. Combustive 

counter thought is sometimes a pie in the face. When unheard for too long people 

will begin to shout. If you have to, find your volume and avenue of speaking.  

Hurricane 

Not an easy spell to accomplish for it is a very powerful one indeed. To imagine 

the person with the capability to furl out a power that blasts outward in a radiance 

is to understand what I mean. The other weaker spells are ones such as wind. 

Hurricane can be known as Level 2 wind or greater depending its power and force. 



It usually can’t be done with one person. It usually calls on the help of others. So it 

is a collective endeavor for desirable change. Change that isn’t easily come by and 

that can only be with great force. But sometimes in one is found “the abomination 

of desolation,” The one “crying out in the wilderness.” The awful sight of the 

persecuted, those innocent people given undo harm that ignites retaliation from the 

people. It is a case that has built up. Keep an eye on how many stop signs are 

around, those that are guarded in particular, restricting the natural way of The 

People. Use your octagons, you symbols, your sigils, and the broadening circle in 

such magic.  

Tornado 

A tornado has no certain direction. It just clears things in general. It is powerful but 

a tad easier than the hurricane spell. It is to call upon the powers above to act on 

your will. The magical thoughts and feelings you incur such as through anger and 

visualization goes upward into the nether to eventually come down. But before it 

does the right conditions of the “sky” must result. Differently, a tornado is a very 

strong mixture of things. And Christian Satanism is a perfect example. That is the 

sort of combustible mixture that is like no other. Dueling forces spinning round 

and round like as the positive and negative chasing each other, are the result of a 

tornado spell. These spells are best performed in the right climate.. during certain 

conditions. In a timely manner. As a thing whose time has come and is ready. It 

can also be used to blend things together. To make them be together. And so is also 

a relationship spell be it sexual or just in comradery. A “spell of the group,” if 

uniting others or in uniting things. 

 

Erupt 

I mention one aspect of this not that you use it yourself but that you can identify 

and stop it being done to you. That is the person who wants you to take things too 

far and thusly be punished “rightfully,” in a wring manner. They will nudge you 

too far. They will bully you to get a reaction. And then are sometimes the cause of 

mass murders. That is the worst thing that can possibly happen with it’s nefarious 

workings. If you were to cause an eruption yourself, the good way to do it would 

be to release your pain into the world in calling out to God for help. Eruptions are 

sudden. But they are inescapable. It is a naturally occurring spell. One you must 

cast sometimes, unfortunately.  But there are those in the world who have been 



made to erupt constantly. It is those who make others insane who should be placed 

in mental hospitals and jails, rather than the people they drive into insanity! 

Blizzard 

Someone may have cast a blizzard spell in some way. And in such a case it is 

better to be inside before the fire. When conditions outside are dangerous then 

there is a blizzard present outside. Alternatively it is the residue of harm in ones 

environment. Where things are out of place in such a way that all around are the 

cold and the things of cold. It is in areas you cannot easily or safely pass. So e will 

make such conditions just to prove they can get through them. A self imposed 

challenge, so to speak. When the dust has settled, return outside. Be aware of the 

vipers and snakes out there. Some are, unfortunately, surrounded by bitter cold. 

Make the fires outside wherever you can and keep as warm as you are able. Turn 

the other check, keep you head low, and outlast it. Unfortunately such a condition 

is the kind that calls forth a dictator. One who will demand that the people keep 

among themselves complete respect. Either that or a person who has decided to 

conduct on others authority in any way possible. 

Scan 

To “size things up “ To determine by weighing, observing, to be able to both 

quickly and accurately know a person, is to use scan. The best you can do is to find 

knowledge about people, places, things, and ideas that is useful. Some knowledge 

has little use. Other knowledge carries a lot of useful meaning. People are partly 

“evil” and partly “good.” To study human nature is to benefit from the casting of 

this spell. Can you read a book by its cover? A cover is made for the exterior. The 

innards are actual content. You may find some people look incredibly awesome on 

the outside only to find out they are truly dull.. or something else, or are incredible 

all along. You have to have a real interest in people in order to cast this spell. 

Magical tools for it are the arrow, the way you read them (their book) your book, 

and the books of others, as read. As you are able to read.. how much you do so.  

Shift 

To shift is to place in another more preferable stayed. Usually on that is more 

palatable, one you can more easily and better manipulate. It is to change something 

slightly so that it goes unnoticed. It must be a quick thrust or else the time used in 

so doing may be perceived and questioned. Some shifts are natural and will occur 



on their own. It serves you well when you know when these times are. So offer up 

your requests at the optimal time.. be timely. After you’ve shifted a thing it may be 

well to shift it back as though it has never been moved.  

End 

Knowing when something is done and cannot be made better enough to bother 

with you will both save time and not ruin something by over doing it. It’s 

especially true during any process of creation. It’s better to end something on a 

good spot. One that is inviting to return to later if you are not finished. If things are 

all well and good enough and cover the criteria of what you initially set out to do, 

then maybe it is the right time to wrap it up. Differently, to end someone else's bad 

behavior, is another working of the spell. To patiently bide your time and wait is 

the best thing you can do to see a girl to it’s completion, that is, for it’s intended 

outcome to arrive.  

Remedy 

You may be surprised to know just how much this world is one of ailments, and 

how useful it is to know as many remedies as you can. Identify a problem, 

something that is lacking, incomplete, insubstantial, and make it better. You may 

find that a problem is to minor to even worry about but then again you may find 

that the solution wasn’t that difficult anyway. The longer it is around the more it 

has become ignored. Think of one great thing to add to your life and keep it 

reoccurring. A new thing, maybe, or something you’ve long ago forgot about and 

left behind. It’s also any spell that effectively eliminates things like enemies, under 

valued areas of life, insubstantial resources, or anything restricting your happiness. 

Problem and solution are the keywords. 

Remove 

Removing: a truly bad vice, laziness, lack of responsibility, the mundane, the 

harmful, the things you find irritating. To remove literally any bad thing. It is also 

in finding privacy. To be alone, or to have better friends, or to go someplace far 

away from where you are, currently. That last part is a thing of itself. To go a place 

far away to move their or just to rest there for awhile on vacation. Could do 

wonders. This spell always involves the identifying of a bad thing within your 

existence and the knowledge to have it removed.  

Slow 



To slow down and take things more slowly. To reduce it’s speed. To think things 

through fully. To take your time in reaching a goal. To wind down and be more 

able to face and solve problems more carefully. And also (differently) to hinder 

things going against you and to rather be stepped up to than shoved backward. To 

take things apart well enough that they individually be better understood. To not 

throw all of one thing at oneself at once and to take time to think about something 

in the many different ways they really are. It isn’t ten things at once. It is one of ten 

things, each being identified in order to better perceive the whole. You aren’t 

pulling up a hundred weeds at once but rather one weed a hundred times. It may 

benefit you to know that maybe leisure time is over valued.  

Quick 

Sometimes things need to be done or “be doing” faster. To get to the point. To 

have a thing meet a deadline, even done a little earlier than expected. And in all 

things where you have determined that quicker is better. The Marines taught me to 

slowly and carefully mop. The fast food chain to just do so quickly. I think only a 

certain level of perfection could be achieved any way. Sometimes that’s the way it 

is. Time is money. Days and days can either make one thing, or ten. You could do 

the draft fast. Get it out there. And return to it over time until it is as good as can 

be. If you feel quickness is either a good thing or in any way could be made into a 

good thing, more power to you. That is in fact probably preferable.  

Cool 

The dirtiest word that ever was. In a slang way. People who say it really mean 

“cool down” sometimes. To be cool, it is generally agreed, is to be carefree and 

relaxed. I had a hell of a time in grade school trying to be cool. A pimple? Oh my 

God.. I wish I’d focused more on my school work, though, I guess. All of these 

people in school, I don’t talk to them any more. I’m in a different state with a 

different life. None if us care about each other any more. I found in San Francisco 

that all music is Okay to listen to. Being of so many different cultures there is no 

being one with it. I am at my coolest when I just don’t care. I’m probably at my 

worst when I am nervous. To not make mountain out of a mole hill is to cast this 

spell. To just not care, is most important if all. 

Warm 



Warmth that feels good to the soul.. the acceptance you get from others, the 

brother/sister hood of things, of human kind. Being useful, helpful, needed. To 

know well as a baby you were loved. And your parent were there with you every 

year of your new life. That they continue to love you. And to know you are 

appreciated, is the greatest feelings you could have. Be subtle in your expression of 

love for others, but do express it. When given anything be grateful. Your world 

would be a warmer place. To heat things down, to move away from a cold world, 

to move away to a warmer place if you must, is to put warmth into your life. 

Lightning 

If you don’t watch for it. If you hide from it. You’ll never see it. It is a fast 

movement. One of which the gods use to pass right by us unseen. It us quick and 

powerful. It is to rapidly move from one thing to the next yet understand all that 

you are doing at the same time. It is to think quicker. It is to act quickly. To do well 

enough. To not overdo. To mass produce and mass run through just as the most 

successful people in life have learned to do. That may take training and adaptation 

but the more work is done and the more things are repeated the quicker and more 

masterfully you will do.  

 

 

Summoning The Forces 

Who are the gods in your life? What are they there for? Who would you 

have them be? Where would they lead you? What honor would you give 

them? What things would you request of them? These are important 

questions to ask yourself in using the below list. The nature of each is 

given. It is in bringing up and about their nature that summons them, if 

nit in literal physical form. It is a thing to go after and a thing to put your 

heart into, as you would have it go. If you like, contract an altar for your 

chosen. Create a book of their presence in your life. 

 

Lilith 



Lilith is a melancholic figure. One somber, and suitably gothic. She represents the 

more darker side of humanity. She’s of the tranquil night. She is there in the 

twilight if your life, calling you to her. She’s a dark poem, a dark song, a dark 

story. She’s the sadness of an individual. She is also a helping hand. She calls out 

the worst in people to give strength where strength wasn’t know to be needed. Her 

relationships are very personal and important to her. But she will like only the most 

sincere of people. 

 

Shiva 

Shiva represents gratification. She is all about pleasure, food, sexual-wise, or 

otherwise. She knows nothing but pleasure forsaking all else. She will find it at any 

cost. She dances, she rejoices, she loves a great feast and celebration. She ignores 

any harm that may come from it, preferring to live life in full at any cost.  

 

Hermes 

Hermes is a messenger. Hermes is a teacher, especially of the occult. He is a 

mediator, too. He had brought to people brilliant ideas far into the past, and 

continues to. He provides Revelations. He provides brilliant ideas. And he is a 

connection between humanity and Higher Beings. He even gave to humanity the 

gift of music. He is a good source for the learning of great things.  

 

Odin 

Odin is a conqueror. The god of one seeking victory rather that battle is a literal 

fight or a metaphorical one. Other is his allegory of triumph that leads many a 

person’s soul to rejoice in what they have over come. To do better in life and come 

to a point where life is simply better, call on Odin. He treads a path with a six 

footed horse trampling over anything along the way. He went into hell to collect 

the runes, a potent source if magic. He exposed himself to pain to become a master 

of all things. 

 



Set 

Set is the source of the greatest comradery, union, of others. He binds people 

together. He makes better any group of people that are to serve each other. He can 

be called on to bind people together to a common cause and purpose. Working 

together as a team and achieving the best results will result in the mindset of 

comradery that he can impart.  

Pan 

Pan represents happiness and joy. As well as tranquility and celebration. The joys 

of life are his and he is a rather resilient, forgiving deity. He is present where there 

is good music. He helps with music, both playing and in performing. He is a night 

I’m deity especially and is good to turn to after a difficult and toilsome day. And 

can make any difficult circumstance not be so much so.  

Leviathan 

Leviathan is purely about knowledge. He imparts knowledge that for most is 

unknown. If you are lucky Leviathan will reveal to you the secrets from the vast 

knowledge that is his. He can give too much knowledge, even, and can make a 

person go mad. So digest it with all caution. As such Leviathan is about 

meditation, such as for perspective, and imaginative thought as well.  

Agnes 

Long ago when the Higher Beings were allowed to freely walk the Earth (as no one 

could really identify them) Agnes and Shiva were together in the land known today 

as India. They were playmates. Agnes is a childish god. Not acting childishly- but 

just naturally so. Agnes is about youth and whatever your is about, from stronger 

joys to nostalgia. So the things of old are at his side and he is most happy to return 

you to them.  

Azrael 

Azrael is the deity of Christian Satanism. Any simple study will reveal that of him. 

He is a being of both good and evil. As such he moves freely from heaven and hell. 

And he likes Earth more than those two. Azrael embodies balance, centeredness, 

the kind that a Christian Satanist would certainly appreciate. There’s no good, no 

evil, there is only the place in between, with Azrael. Pure good and pure iniquity 



are foreign thoughts to him. So it is as it is with us that our relationships with 

higher beings are a different matter than those typically found. 

Mammon 

Mammon is all about wealth. Earthly treasures, and also worldliness, the material 

world. Call upon Mammon if you are seeking wealth and the treasures of Earth. 

Mammon also stands at the gates of hell and guards it. Not so much a fiery place 

but one of sin.  

Baal 

It is Baal's duty to redeem the sinner. To bring the sinner into the place they 

belong. To separate them from the good. The “good” that would truly harm them.  

He is The Satanic Rapture. He is the escape route, the one to follow after. Who he 

claims, so Satan claims. And he brings people to their own kind much like asylum. 

Do not look above for forgiveness. Rather look to Baal.  

Beelzebub 

He is the deity of strange thought. If things bizarre like a circus gone bad. But he is 

just showing you the way things really are. We who have lost sensitivity in music, 

no more aware if the strangeness behind it all. If you ever sense that from him 

(because of him) then you would fall flat and know that the popular entertainment 

of today are the treats of hell.  

Neti   

Neti was a being lost in time. I resurface him here. He is a deity of strict sanity. Of 

pragmatic, rational behavior of thought. Of sound over lofty wisdom. He can take 

faulty thinking and straighten it out. He can be the savior of one who has gone mad 

or that has fallen far off course into irrationality.  

Siren 

You may get the sense that you are being lead somewhere. That somehow so 

etching is moving you, toward a cause, maybe one you don’t fully understand. 

Siren is the god of calling, of purpose and direction, of fate, if you are so lucky as 

to have been called by her. She will bring you forth into your destiny if you are so 

chosen by the higher powers to arrive at that place.  



Imp 

Imp is the spirit of reduction, of undoing, of things new whose time has come. The 

minimization of the old. The amplification of things new. Of the revolution, of the 

strongest causes that must cone to past.  

 

The Animal Natures 

Animals can provide us ideas of particular certain nature’s that humans embody 

and change from time to time. We are not always the same kind of person. But 

people have the opportunity to change, even drastically, at any time they choose 

simply by knowing this list belief and choosing to do so. The reward is most 

pleasing, it makes you feel a way most people never will. To feel unhuman, 

unnatural, something else. However give to mind the kinds of people you can 

embody too. Why should a detective only feel like a detective? Wouldn’t you like 

to think like a detective and feel all of the things they do? Or an officer, a reporter, 

or whatever else? This list mostly details the advantageous side – the different 

natures between them. Be more than just human.  

 

The Bird 

The bird gets away easily. It just flies away. It drifts away. It needs less than the 

other creatures to survive. It rests high. It dives quickly. It captures food quickly. It 
is lightning fast. A real jailbird are those that quickly get out. In that same 

comparison, a Rodent sneaks out. A horse trots out. A cat goes crazy. And that’s 

something to think about. In cartoons birds are usually the crazy ones. It has it’s 

advantages and it’s faults, but most birds aren’t at all crazy. In fact seem to be the 

most sane. A duck isn’t at all crazy. But so e birds are, such as sea gulls. Some 

birds are highly social and are just naturally co-habitat creatures with humans. 

That’s especially true with the pigeon. For them to be caged, they’d go crazy. They 

are as those who need to fly. The bird is best embodied by the intellectuals. Their 

nature is very much like the nature of a bird.  

 



Bear 

Arguably the grizzly bear is the most fearsome of all of the animal kingdom. Who 

knows- but they are walking forces without equal in size and brute. A very scary 

thing to encounter. They are large and powerful. They are the bigger and stronger 

types, those who get natural respect.  A bear in a jail will get respect. It will wait its 

time out and get out legitimately, taking serious the process required to do so. The 

bear must realize it us the bigger of creatures and so go about very confidently. 

Maybe not as confidently as the Lion, the most proud of animals, but certainly the 

bear has very little to fear. Imagine someone half your size insulting you. Would 

you really care? But bears naturally become the bosses. They know they will be 

listened to. Most human bosses are a bear type. Most security guards and bouncers 

are, too. Not to leave out others who naturally create the air of authority around 

them, such as police. 

 

The Rabbit 

The rabbit hops out of jail, was never bothered. Is a happy go lucky animal type. 

The more giddy and extroverted people are rabbit types. In cartoons the rabbit has 

proven to be a large variety of things, however. From the smart ass to the timid, 

from the goofy to the fighter. One of my favorite rabbit characters came from 

TMNT. That was the fighter one. They make excellent fighters too. They are 

certainly one if my favorite kind of people, those who have a very serious and 

strong nature. Those who know how to get by. Can be called a business type. A 

high class type. A classy type. Martial artists are very much a rabbit type. And 

those who are best at learning and of all cunning and sharp headedness, are those 

that are this type.  

 

The Goat 

The goat has chosen the high hills and mountains as their home. They remove 

themselves from the other types. Where they find people they move away. They go 

forth into the mountains to be away and also to climb up as high as they can. It’s 

very rare that a cartoon be a goat. In jail the goat would make his home. Not that 

they don’t care, but that they can’t. They do prefer isolation, however, much more 



than being trapped in with others. The goat can eat anything at make it good food 

for itself. It is an individualist type. A type alone. Of those with much wisdom. 

Yes, the individualist, that only make human connections impersonally, as 

required, if required, to accomplish a goal of theirs. Don’t expect to really make 

friends with this type of people. They are goal oriented in their dealings. They 

don’t miss people. They don’t desire companionship. They want no partner. They 

need no friends.  

 

The Pig 

It is certain that the pig is portrayed the worst in cartoons. Just think of a few, any 

few, and you’ll immediately see what I mean. In jail a pig would squeal. I can 

think of maybe one video game character that was a pig that had anything at all 

that wasn’t that soft weak and timid of representations. They can’t keep secrets. 

They are overly cautious. They can’t have any fun. They are even hypochondriacs. 

They will flee. They’ll never stand up to adversity. And in jail they would rat every 

one out and blame others anyway they could. 

 

The Cat/ Tiger 

The cat is fast. The cat is cool. The cat is versatile. The cat is “happening.” In jail a 

cat would go crazy, at least at first. They are the social type. In cartoons they’d 

been portrayed kind of “gay.” From Alice to Pink, to Snaggle, to  Sylvester, to Oz, 

they really are often gay. But let’s not say they must be by necessity. But are a 

feminine kind, nonetheless. They put importance in their appearance and 

demeanor. They are all so very cool and classy. They are “suave,” and such things.  

 

The Rodent 

The Rodent just wiggles it’s way out of jail. It just escapes and no one really 

knows why. They’d just made the right connections to get them by. If they’d done 

any bad it was questionable, just minor offences. They aren’t really able to hurt 

any body. They are the quick come and quick go. But they only have one, maybe 

two favorite places. They’ll be their awhile and would rather their friends come 

over than to go over to their place. But they are social- at least toward their one or 



two carefully selected friend/s. Cartoon representation of the mouse is the best 

their could be. Most cartoon characters are mice, that are the best resembled.  

 

 

The Fox 

The fix is very cunning. “Sly.” They are evil geniuses. They are confident and 

precise. They are better pin pointers than the other types. They are good at sizing 

things up. They are exacting. A fox would trick his way out of jail. In cartoons the 

Fox is a rarity. Usually a leader among it’s own. They are as those that take 

controlling positions. Not really a good type to offend.   

 

The Horse 

The horse will only leave jail when it is given the opportunity. It will patiently 

endure the process that has been set before it. It will learn from it’s mistakes and 

not likely return. These are partner types. They may have only one good friend. 

They are the most giving and self sacrificing if the types. They are string willed. In 

cartoons they are usually the faithful companion. The horse goes forward with 

great strength.  

 

The Elephant 

The elephant is strong. Its foundation is unmovable. It is like a person whose world 

is concentrated into a condensed thing of power. It is not idea pray. In jail it would 

just sit. Elephants in cartoons are not common. Off hand I can’t even really think if 

any. To see an elephant is to see a boulder. They move forth slowly but with all of 

their weight. They have little to nothing to lose. They are slow to move and slow to 

change. They carry with them all the things they’ve ever had. In life they’ve lost 

very little. They are certainly an idea family type. And are among the best parents 

in the animal kingdom. Family and friends will remain with them until the end.  

 



The Wolf 

The wolf is certainly the most gangster of types. They run with those that help 

them in their criminal endeavors. They are never portrayed pleasantly cartoons. 

They go to jail and wind up making ng a lot of close friends there. For them 

socializing only has a value in it’s power. They cannot really function alone. For 

many of them everything is fair game. And we understand all of that with just a 

little stared about it. They are those who operate in the most successful criminal 

way possible. Success meaning to get it away with it at all costs.  

 

 

Creating and Incorporating Your Twelve Names 

The last part of this is easy really. But very much worth learning, doing, 

and using. That is Your Twelve Names. That is a list of names that you 

consider your best influences. What are those? What are your twelve 

most favorite influences? And sure you can have a little more or less 

than twelve. For me with it I chose the top 12.  

Whatever movie or book or game or show has tour strongest influences 

are “your twelve names.” Why realize it? It is for convenience. It’s 

handy. They are your inspiration. They motivate, inspire you, and give 

you a model of things to imitate, to be like.  

A good source of inspiration to draw from. A good list to create and use, 

to draw from. Just think of what characters you wished most to be like 

and think about them regularly in all that you do.  

 

And that concludes part two of this book. I hope that the things I’ve written down 

are very helpful. I have done things here that have never been done before. Except 

in my Christian Satanic Bible. I’ve given elements of the RPG to be used in a real 

life way. And that can be expanded on, incorporating other RPG elements. Are you 

able to draw well from the abstract? I am good at teaching others to draw from the 



abstract. So there you have many spells to use. To give a name to method. To see a 

type of people from person to person and so to better deal with others. Creating a 

form of magic that is the first of its kind. I kind of like to call it “Majic.” That’s 

better than Magick isn’t it?  

Incorporate other RPG elements into it if you like: such as “Stamina,” “Strength,” 

“Defense,” And weapons, magical items, relics, etc , creating a whole worldly 

(reality) based use of them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part Three: Condensed Philosophies 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

While it is usually my intention to find the optimal amount of 

elaboration regarding what I write, sometimes it is better to leave things 

with the reader to take apart on her or his own. If I give the answers, all of them, 

then they could only come at my understanding. I would rather the reader come to 

his or her own understanding for certain things. And of the notes I made and the 

material involved, the next things written are for the individual to decipher.  

And it serves things well to pack as much information into the book as possible. If 

there wasn’t much to be elaborated on and explained then I’ve included it here. So 

I’ll be rapidly going from topic to topic. 

 

Future investing 

The most important tithe for both us individually AND our own kind is toward 

“our future prosperity “ Give for profit. Buy bullion. Increase resources, especially. 

Pay ahead of times the things you really need. Do things that bring in regular 

money. Things automatically doing so, ideally.  

 

Those that watch vs. those that do 

Are you in the audience or are you a part of the movie? People in the movie are in 

the same movie. Very few people are in a different one all together. Those are the 

truly blessed. But most people are in the same movie. Sometimes the audience 



doesn’t care to watch. They may pick and choose their episodes and their 

characters. The movie is like some sort of social apart. As for me I am a part of the 

audience. 

 

Will you out last others? 

You will by following a few rules in life. Separate yourself from dishonest and 

questionable people. Never take drugs. Have enough respect for others. Keep your 

head low. Turn the other cheek. Be a useful person. Provide to those who would 

help and protect you. Stay away from bad places especially during bad times for 

bad places.  

 

In search of an answer 

The answers are obviously very well hidden from us. As, where we will go. How 

we will get there. Why we are here. We have been sent here to work the land given 

us. We were appointed unto that, any way. Genesis reveals this in a little examined 

piece of scripture. If we knew we had an afterlife then none of us would live. We’d 

take a leap beyond this wretched place (comparably wretched.) The answers aren’t 

there. But we came from nothing so why couldn’t we come back into life after the 

nothing that is death? Could a rock just disappear from existence? 

 

Singing the song you know best 

To know your song is to know your voice. Sometimes we song with the voice of 

another. And it doesn’t really fit in. So instead, find your song. Sing it as long as 

you are able to enjoy it. Or else sing a different tune, and a new song altogether if 

you are able. Whatever comes to you as good and pleasant, follow after that call. 

Make life as a song and hum along. In all these things stride with happiness 

through life. 

 

Being EVERY Character 

I have a trick for you here. Most people find one character in a movie. That is kept 

so. It doesn’t change. They like one character the best. But the most diverse of 



people “a person for all people” are those that first like one character (the more 

serious the better) and after awhile their favorite character has changed to another 

in the same movie. For awhile this person tries to be just like that character. Then 

just like another. And another. What does that person see when he watches that 

movie, having been every one in it? 

 

Simplicity Vs. Complexity 

Obsessive perfection is like folding a paper so many times that is tears. Or painting 

too many layers. The aim is to be just a little more than good. And to create more, 

not spending years on the same thing. People that split hairs will spend an hour on 

just one insignificant thing.  

 

 

The Staff 

A rod of discipline. Of one who commands, hopefully with good things, helpful 

things, not too harshly. With the staff one climbs a mountain. His steps are better. 

Her/his heart guided by magic. An item for intuition. Of guidance, both for them 

and others. A king/queen of itself. 

The hand 

The hand grasps onto all knowledge, or of expression, or a hand protects. A hand 

can point. A hand can strike. A hand can also heal. Wash your hand regularly and 

do not let your hands do any harm. With hands we use the world climbing upward, 

taking what we need, carrying what we would keep. 

The Cane 

The Cane is more magical than the staff. It is for the magician. It is even the best 

friend of the magician except for her/his familiar. A soul is poured into a cane. 

Ones spirit. It is an object of the magicians soul and spirit. Where the heart is, so 

there is the Cane.  

The Stage 

The stage is the life for some. For others it is just seen and observed. But whether 

or not we feel as an actor, we are all playing our own particular parts in life. We 



who feel unwatched, unimportant in this feel down. And the only way to up 

ourselves is by actively making life better and more important. To be admired, to 

even have notoriety. To just be appreciated.  

The Seed 

You plant a seed and it grows. But if you have no seeds you have no growth. 

Future food depends in the seeds you plant. Some people make a plant. Weeds are 

for those that just carelessly toss things about. A person may grow a plant. The best 

of us grow crops. It must be tended to. If not by you than with the help of others. 

But let all share the crop. 

The ring 

The ring is a symbol of commitment. Is a symbol of class and wealth. Is one of 

power sometimes, too. It represents you. Some have the hand of good. Others, 

silver. Some are gems. Others, maybe the best of us, are crystal. Rose quartz. Blue 

quartz. Turquoise. Take your pick. These are the finer things in life. What all do 

you have to offer in appearance and quality of self?  

The Sword 

The sword is a symbol of power. With it one conquers. Garners respect. Finds 

him/herself in a position of power. It also cuts through things. It can be used to 

destroy the bad or the good. Hopefully it is left to hack away the worse things set 

before it. It is a symbol of honor in circumstance. And most of all should be 

regards as the symbol of one person’s people.  

The whip 

The whip strikes hard. It makes the strongest hit. It is very accurate. It is pin 

pointed accurate and right on target. It can help you swing past a divide. And its 

reach is far. A strong weapon that is lightweight and able to control the strongest of 

lions. People branding a whip will keep bad people and things at a distance.  

The Wind 

The wind moves forth carefree and goes into places that are open and assessable. It 

is not liked in cold conditions. But in a warm condition it is highly appreciated, 

sought out. People stuck inside will get a fan in order to have the wind to cool 

them, to make them feel better. The wind goes forth without any worry or concern. 



That’s the way people want it- a light breeze anyway. Bit sometimes they are 

shoved forward by it.  

The Wand 

Those that can change things on a dime know how to use a wand. The Wand 

changes one thing into another with ease. The resulting thing it state was what the 

magician wanted it to be. It is just pointed at, pinpointed, and changed. Some 

people have stronger wands than others and can change any bad thing into a good 

thing. They know how to change things and what could be changed and what 

couldn’t.  

The Beast 

The Beast is a thing of sin. For most humans there is a disconnection from the 

animal kingdom. With a beast this is less so. They have dark hearts. They are more 

sensitive towards their emotions. They can sink deep into feelings of iniquity. 

Dust 

The dust falls from your fingers. Some are made mad by this. But all things in life 

and in the world will eventually be just dust. Even the strongest rock. The toughest 

diamond. It must go through a metamorphosis sometimes if it is, of it’s kind, to 

remain. And such is life. The dust may be picked up sometimes and breathed in. 

But it will always settle back down. 

The Word 

Some words spread wildly like fire. They were the right, the perfect thing said, 

presented. It is the message needed. It is the thing that all agreed upon. A thing 

wanted to be shared. A thing needed. At best that is. But, oppositely, (are the 

opposite things.) 

The Stone 

The Stone is a bed rock. A foundation. The things we most needed long ago and 

carried forth to this day. The one that does the work no one else was. Our potential. 

Our cares cast away as we are lifted up by the most worthy. To mean something. 

To be the strength of people. But stones can also be thrown at people, injuring 

them. Cast your stones in the pond, not at people. 

The Spirit 



The spirit is where life is found. It is where things are most likely needed and given 

life. It is the will of the people, those things most naturally agreed upon. There are 

those that have no spirit. They are those without hope, determination, and 

motivation. The severely depressed, those lacking purpose. At worst, the nihilistic. 

So be one with the people, the right people. 

The Dragon 

The voice of the dragon booms. His/her presence is felt and known. They are the 

strongest. They are the most outspoken of types. They have before then a force of 

power that cannot be intimidated it pierced through. All people should be dragons 

in protecting their wealth, dignity, family, and other lived ones. A dragon must 

keep her or his home.  

The Mask   

Wear a disguise. When I was a very young boy I stole things from the gas station. I 

was about eight years old and I had read this book of disguises. I disguised myself 

thinking I wouldn’t have been identified. Was in and out snatching things. Of 

course I was. I think that disguises must be very good if no one is to notice what it 

who you really are.  

 

 

Those are things of metaphors and parables  

 

Staring at the clock 

It these days staring at the progress bar, too! There are many ways of staring at a 

clock. At the passing of time. Money coming in, things being completed, usually, 

make us inpatient. It is always more harm than good. It makes you just want to get 

through quicker but is just counterproductive. My job actually got a lot if easier by 

just limiting the amount of times I looked at the count.  

 

You catch more flies with honey than with vinegar 

Getting angry at someone is inescapable sometimes. Tell someone to change or 

trying to change them in an offensive way, they’ll probably just shut you out. Says 



to someone the good and beneficial reasons they should, instead. Many Christians 

invite others into their religion by slamming and shaming them. Don’t be like 

them. Spiritual combustions result from their behavior and they are always happy 

to rush to the fire.  

 

Christian in name only 

People are quick to say they are Christian. They know that there are a ton of people 

that would like them better as such. They’ve found their brother, their sister. Then 

they go about in a self righteous way. They know little about Christianity. They 

sometimes couldn’t answer some of the simplest questions about it. They’ll leave 

this out, add to that, multiply the easy. Bit the more serious matters they will 

ignore altogether. But there are some that would force their Christianity on others. 

They will impose it rules even though they are Christian at all.  

 

More generic in speech 

Leave room for others to come to their own conclusion. Leave room for them to 

have questions for you. Don’t brag, it’s counterproductive. Don’t drag on and bore. 

Be relevant to the person, speak about the person more than yourself. Pretend to 

care. Pretend to be interested. Compliment them that bangin compliment no one 

else makes if them but what they seem would want to hear.  

Have useful things said over meaningless and lofty things.  

 

Everyone hates a fly on the face 

Which are you? A fly? Or a butterfly? Calling someone all the time is no good, nor 

texting. The same goes with visiting and emailing. And being a nuisance in 

general. “Absence makes the heart grow fonder.” Bring with you a burst of good 

things. Be needed and be missed. Be meaningless and be like a nothing sitting next 

to them. Like empty space being filled.  

Carrying your old self around too long 

It may sound gross to you but the older you get the more rotten your flesh 

becomes. Rot speeds up after death but we are rotting away even now. The soul 



gets very used to life. Where once things had great meaning bringing tears and 

passion, now far less so. We remember our former days less. We don’t use our 

memory so much for things of the past years. Music once thrilled us. Games, toys, 

things like that. But we come to drag ourselves forward. “You can’t teach and old 

dog new tricks.” 

Being the best business person 

Consider what sells best, what is most easily produced, that these things are in your 

means. Get the best exposure. Advertise a lot. And find the best location(s.) Do 

something unique. Do a thing good enough if it’s not simply the best. By looking 

and handling it, it should feel and appear the best of things. Collect today and sell 

tomorrow. Hunt far and wide those rare things that are worth for more than they 

are paid. Understand the market well. Gather together help when and if you need 

to.  

The flaws of humanity 

We must all agree that human nature is bleak, cursed, dark, even evil, destructive, 

judgmental, but also good in many ways. We cannot create a Utopia through social 

tricks, like jail or even with the threat of severe punishment. Besides, that would 

seriously restrict our freedom. Utopia must be created with science and technology 

if it is going to ever occur. Having those that reduce or even eliminate our 

problems, all of them. From AI cameras identifying criminals, androids performing 

our more difficult work, and anything g that would help the homeless and 

suffering. So I say, donate funds to these.  

Those without enemies or problems will find them 

In the human spirit of fixing problems, “making things better,” and to come on as 

strong against anything, people will invent enemies and problems where there are 

none to be found. So petty issues are brought up and demanded to be addressed no 

matter how well things are. Some people would be living in heaven itself in some 

of the modern Nations of Earth. People have a natural amplifier. The worst the 

problem to fix the better. These fixer-upers don’t know why fixing them is so easy, 

though. They’d go for a hundred percent and not less.  

Where the will will go 

To arouse motivation, bring together pride. Look into all ways that encourage you. 

Shut out all forces of doubt. Remain steadfast in your way. And do what is 



determined to bring about the best results. Don’t waste time. Today may be a day 

of work. Just know that work will bring profit. And so it will. Let loose your better 

feelings. Train them to spring forth. Those that don’t will never have anything. 

You may then look back at your past and appreciate your old self from the new 

person you became, one with a much better life.  

 

Experimenting with the strange 

World to world and reality to reality things can be entirely different. Our laws and 

physics in our place are entirely different from dimension to dimension. Brain 

chemistry is different from being to being. A better grasp on abstract fantasy ideas 

are better held with others than us, for sure. Some brain chemistry can be more 

naturally euphoric. Others if a darker or more penetrating tone. Humans don’t 

roam far from home when idealizing alien beings. Two eyes, two hands, very 

humanoid.. Very little is considered regarding just how different aliens could be. 

And not only physically but mentally. Colors could be sharper for them. As though 

before their eyes they see each other’s as cartoons. They can sometimes understand 

angles and proportions better. And they are able to delve further within their 

minds. They are often more spiritual than us as a result. Among the races humans 

are very physical beings. And I’m not talking of ghost like beings so much as those 

that can better enter into their thoughts. Some alien races are naturally better at 

understanding things. So they rapidly invent new things with less work that would 

be required of us.  

The world around would be very foreign to us.  

Consider that you are in a typical realm of things. We take the world just like one 

and the other. But try to deal with and handle the foreign. The things that human 

beings are less able to and so they do not even try to. Try to handle and manage the 

starkly different. You would learn very much in so doing. Try to find that answers 

that are hidden. Ask the questions few humans do. Consider in any way how 

something is true even though it seems on the surface a total lie, a complete 

falsehood, only being able to be taken as such. Look for the ways that they could 

be true. That they could be possibly one way when all understanding of it is limited 

to by the regular person. 

Consider what you totally don’t want to. Consider what you totally find impossible 

to be more than what something is at face value. There are so many shades to 



things. Nothing is ever as simple as it seems. People have a shovel that may be 

used a foot deep. I say that people should dig a mile down. Profound wisdom is 

there. Deepness of thought that humans seldom reach.  

 

Best Friends If after taking these into consideration and after finding most of 

them are true, you can know you have a very good friend. These are things to 

consider regarding your friendship with another person. Where they are lacking, 

where they can improve, if they are not good enough already. Friends.. 

Don’t break 

If something between you and another just isn’t working out you will know it. You 

may not want to be with that person or that person with you. If the chemistry is all 

wrong and you are often annoyed with each other than consider finding an actual 

friend. 

Are dependable 

It takes a really good friend to help you out. If that helps isn’t easy such as them 

helping you move or fix a complicated problem at home then you have a very good 

friend. While this can’t always be expected it is very good when it does. When 

someone comes through for you, through the difficult nature of it. 

Do as they should 

Some things done to you are born of hatred. A vindictive friend isn’t one. But give 

them time to correct their mistakes. And don’t stay with someone who often makes 

them. If they are predictable and can be counted on to be right toward you, then 

there is a friend that will keep their friendship with you.  

 

Always return 

Sometimes a friendship may have run its course. It can go no further. It has dried 

out. This is usually a sign that a person really doesn’t even want a friend. Usually 

anyways. If they were your only friend this is probably so. As long as a friend 

keeps coming back s/he likes you.  

Are easily understood 



They don’t hide things in their thoughts of you. They find it easy to talk to you. 

They aren’t irritated by you. Not bothered by you. They are open towards you. 

They are eager to share their interests and time with you.  

Have no issues 

And along the same lines, they don’t find mistakes in you. They don’t take things 

personally. They aren’t jealous of you. They are, instead, happy to be with you and 

have good thoughts about you. They don’t feel like they are being taken. Things 

are 50/50. 

Are yours alone 

There are group friends. In such a case you are much less acknowledged than you 

would be having just one friend. Best friends are only friends. And don’t forsake 

each other for the love of the group. A best friend is an only friend.  

Become better 

They generally improve. They generally grow with you. They change with you. 

And you are changed by them as into one person. That’s very true for the best 

friends you could have. That you mold together.  

Are always enjoyed 

The more you want a friend over the more the indication that you really like the 

person. They will be good company and that is the best sign that your friend is 

your friend. As much as that is so, like an equation.  

Are trustworthy 

Can keep secrets. Will do as they say they will. Will pay you back. Will not lie to 

you. Will not deceive you. Will not stab you in the back. Nor rob you blind, or take 

advantage of you.  

Are emotionally stable 

Depressed people need friends. But some people hate every one. They are easily 

irritated and are naturally a bossy type of person that cannot communicate with you 

or show any signs of compassion.  

Are helpful, useful 



They are willing to spend time on you to address any problems you may have in 

your life. To help you out, to spend time with you in fixing certain things.  

Shouldn’t have to apologize 

Everyone gets angry sometimes. Most friends just ignore it and don’t hold a 

grudge. It just happens. Of course if it is seriously bad then the friendship would 

just break apart, shatter, such as for having sex with your friends wife. But in 

trivial matters, no apology should be expected of them.  

Share interests 

A very important one. It is that you can work and play together. To create the same 

things. To generally be on the same track. To bounce back and forth your thinking 

with the other. To be on the same page and be naturally able to enjoy and talk 

about the same things.  

Work together 

Personally this is my most important one. That is that two people have something 

to work on together in a company/ productive style. Like the founders of Atari, 

Apple, and Windows did in its earlier days. To program a game together or what 

have you. Could be a book club if you want  

Aren’t abusive 

Just aren’t mean and hateful. Don’t argue with you. Especially over insignificant 

things. They don’t threaten. They don’t tread all over you. Aren’t too demanding. 

Aren’t manipulative.  

Will defend you 

They will be their on your side to protect you. To not put up with slander against 

you. To be a source of strength when you are weak.   

 

Seeing ghosts. There isn’t anything more brightly than the sight of spirits. It is 

usually in a type of inward sight that they are seen. They will present themselves 

inside you, not before your eyes but behind them. Those that see then are looking 

inward in a kind of way. Things come alive in the mind with your absence. When 

you are strongly thinking then they are locked out. 



It’s been said, accurately, that to see a ghost requires some meditative thought. It 

also needs your invitation.  

Don’t exalt others. The higher you place others the lower you put yourself. Give to 

yourself the utmost importance. Create and keep a strong broad line between you 

and others. Have it not crossed over. Be, in general, a private person with private 

and personal thoughts. Don’t let others in. Remain your own person. Be an 

individual not a product of group mentality.  

Make your adventure. Bring it up. Create it. Give it life. Decide what you will do. 

Give yourself time to get it done. Think of it often enough to know it well. Then 

execute it. Have it happen. It can be a vacation, a new undertaking, a project, 

music, a book, art, anything created, an invention, anything newly done. Have 

many micro adventures too. In fact, especially. Send yourself out to find your 

treasure, even if it is an ice cold drink you’ve never before had.  

Magic tricks. People will always make themselves appear a little better than they 

really are. In fact they will make themselves appear as good as they possibly can. 

And this is the surface seen of them. But inside they are actually far lower than we 

realize. They learn a tune or two, a few chords, and play them perfectly. But 

digging down just an inch you may find that overall they’ve really learned very 

little in life.  

What comes around goes around. This means that what you do to others can also 

be done to you. That what you do to others, they could just spend the wheel back 

around towards you. For the Christian Satanist the rule isn’t golden but crystal. Do 

to others the best thing done, and maybe to that I can add the rose quartz rule of 

simply “do as your heart tells you to do.” 

South’s and North’s Most people are either south or north. Less so East and West. 

But the Christian Satanist is in the center of the compass. The result of all things 

after good and evil has made it’s day. We are the night following. 

 

 

 

Human behavior. The behavior of human beings is very easily understood, really. 

We all get angry, she bop, you bop, we all bop, we are self centered beings (as we 

should be.) To give to others can either be an easy thing or a real effort. To go the 



extra mile- further than most. We are all at least a little giving. So to be better than 

just a little us to be greater than the minority who gives less. As it’s been said: we 

are all a-holes. Not all the time, though. Sometimes we have very good and 

featuring things to say. We butter people up. But me, I choose not to “say great 

things,” that astonish those who I care about. I don’t care to attempt to do so in any 

way. I keep my words generic with my family. I don’t want to full them up with 

pride in my graces. I want them to be known to be known as ordinary.  

I believe in plainness towards others. At least in real life. My writings are much 

different than my talk. I don’t fill people up and contort them into some kind of 

manipulated-produced friend. I don’t exaggerate. I don’t pretend to care when I 

don’t. If it isn’t funny I don’t laugh. In other words: with people, I keep things real.  

 

Side walk friends. Friends come and go, especially side walk friends. They’ll just 

come right up to you at first having a basic question. And if you elaborate then a 

conversation may form. Some people may follow you after you walk away or as 

you continue to walk, even for blocks. I had a talk with a man from Baltimore. I 

told him I arrived in San Francisco five years ago and found it a right fit. He was 

agreeable. I didn’t mid talking to him. But so e people demand you stop. For 

whatever reason. “Have you seen Tom today,” and can I have a cigarette. I hate to 

be stopped on the street. Some in this town go around yelling in a very threatening 

way. And they’ll get on the bus continuing to do so. With all this together I’m just 

a person that wants to get back and forth without a damn thing said. To not even be 

noticed. I find it very rude. San Francisco seems to impose a sharing mentality. 

Even when I have a bag of candy, they want some. 

We’ve lost any concept of being civilized. To be towards each other in a thoughtful 

way. We no longer give any thought to what we should be with each other. Such as 

don’t talk so much. Don’t fart, pick your nose. Don’t be loud. Don’t start dancing 

to the music. Don’t yell. Don’t get too offended. Don’t be rude. Don’t just run your 

mouth off saying things in an impulsive way. So maybe here I will go through a 

list if what I find being civil to be.  

 

 

The Rules of Civility – of rightful human interaction:  



It is actually a danger to democracy that people, with free 

speech, may liberally insult each other. I have seen this all around. That they 

trash talk those that are weak. Those that they are able to without fear of 

repercussions. The worst thing I’ve recently witnessed was a man bring yelled at to 

move from his place on the bus onto another. He turned out to be deaf. He was 

grabbed and repositioned. Because of principles people will lash out at another. If 

you don’t follow a certain etiquette be then you’ll be handled harshly. People boss 

around others in such a way.  

These same people have no problems taking from you. They have no problems 

with hustling you, strongly. They will come as close to robbery as they can. It’s 

happened before that a man who wouldn’t give another a cigarette was stabbed. 

I’ve come across the worst things on the bus where 15 or more people are suddenly 

made to be together. Some are like wild animals. They insult each other and 

ridicule them. In a more civil society, one with tougher rules, people respect each 

other. Legally, they have to. But there is an aura of freedom around that they thrive 

in. 

Sharing things, to me, is considered a vice. I think that people should pay for their 

own expenses instead of another’s one time, their own tomorrow, or half of their 

own for themselves, and the rest for others. Self sufficiency should be a civil 

expectation. I have been told many times that I should share but as long as my own 

needs are always being met, I’d find that foolish and wasteful. I don’t want to be 

dependent in other people. And I don’t want them dependent on me. 

Similarly most people who are homeless can work, despite what’s been often said 

of them. Some have debilitating illnesses but I’d say more than half don’t. They 

could have drug problems otherwise and will panhandle the whole day through to 

support their habit. It is called “intellectual freedom” when you let others do as 

they have decided to do. To let them lay in their own bed. To let others die. To be 

able to live.  

Productivity should be a civil expectation. To not let others get by freely. If they 

are demented and old, if they are blind, or badly schizophrenic, or any real disabled 

condition, only then should they be assisted by the government. Creative products 

that produce really good results should be expected of individuals and groups of 

people. Having a purpose and being placed in a job setting should be step number 

two after school. As it’s been said and true that “idle hands are the devil’s work.” 



To have purpose is to have pride, direction, purpose, and focus. Nothing could be 

better. 

General segregation should exist. Not racial segregation, but segregation between 

types of people. They want their messes then let them live together. If they are 

harmless and good, useful and productive members of society then let them live in 

the best of places. Give to the homeless an area of land with tents. If they like to 

have feces urine and needles in their back yard, then give it to them. If they want to 

live in a jungle, as many do, then give them that. And give areas that are neutral 

when going from place to place. Have certain paths guarded. Maybe the less taken 

routes. That by going through the guarded neutral areas they know they’ll be 

protected.  

Self defense should be given more liberty. To liberally attack someone who first 

attacks you. Because, when it comes to the gun, all people respect each other. How 

many a good person been slaughtered by thugs? These honest people going 

through life, harming none, who are responsible, working for their money, and 

having a family, these types have fallen victim many times to criminally minded 

people. Robbed with a gun, often stabbed and killed, simply because they knew 

they couldn’t use their gun anyways. And I say that before the shit hits the fan it 

should be pulled out and used against such people. I’m not saying do this- I’m 

saying it should be legal to.  

If you want to reduce crime and give more power to the good people, then that’s 

what you do. 

Criminally acted people will take every possible liberty to hurt another. In effect 

they have more rights than honest people. It’s true that some of them will attack 

you just for looking at them or bumping into them.  

It should be expected that people make mistakes. If these mistakes were not sorely 

negligent, then they should be forgiven. Regulations abound. Things that 

sometimes have no bad effect really. If they expect us to Jeep the streets clean then 

they should give us greater rights to make it better than the plainness they keep it 

as. Maybe then we’d care. The roads don’t need to be saved, at least half of them 

not so. What we need is better vehicles. Ones that handle the pits fine. Car 

accidents happen. No one really wants them but insurance is held to your head like 

a gun. 



So e people just want to sit down with a book and read. But others want to burst in 

and kill, rob, and rape. They do exist. They shouldn’t though. I certainly believe in 

tougher laws. I just have to much compassion, understanding, and a sense of 

Justice to think otherwise. I think the police would agree, but not the judge. God 

Himself would agree, and so would Satan. And I ask in His name that these things 

be, for the sake of the good that would otherwise be heartlessly slaughtered.  

If you bear with me a moment- these people have family that last very them. They 

have the joy of life. A responsible one and a kind hearted one. They should expect 

greater protection than they are given. But in comes a person of ill intention, a 

nefarious intention, to rob rape and murder. I think such people should be tortured 

and executed. I think it would be selfish if me not to think so. To be that “man of 

principles” to say the death penalty not exist? They should be in a prison in which 

they are kept safe and well fed? No..  

If they are going to hurt others then put them with their own kind and shoot them 

dead if they cross their borders. Again I’m saying: bring that into law. Currently 

the things I think should be others do not. Enough that our ways have gone on too 

long. And in the meantime abhorrent things are happening to innocent people.  

Let not the government interfere with us in so many ways. Thus is becoming a 

modern catastrophe. We are entwined in a system of systems of systems, as I say. 

Regulation, such as on sugar and plastic straws, the War on Tobacco, against 

fattiness, propaganda as cleverly created as possible with the widest exposure 

possible. What a modern mess! The former societies cared little to nothing of these 

matters. We began with fire, meat, and the wheel, but now we have an 

outrageously more amount of things to have on mind. How many more forms of 

music to write. With so many new instruments. How many movies, how many 

songs. How many entertainment devices, and choices have increased drastically. 

Some are stupidly irresponsible. Some are too hateful to get by well. And maybe 

what George Carlin said is true, “Those that have bad self esteem usually deserve 

it.” The destructive type- the kind that are eager to complain and report “abuses,” 

to call the police without a good cause to, whatsoever. The my power kind. Not 

their power, my power. They’ll control other people and places possible through 

these means.  

But with all bad things taken into consideration there is a naturally occurring 

solution to all of it: and that is from science and technology. As I’ve said before 

but to cover it in different ways: science and technology makes all things possible. 



It can protect us better, feed us better, eliminate pain better, help out bodies and 

brains, someday cure cancer, prevent death, even keep us alive two hundred years 

(someday.) It increases our resources, it makes work less and less labor, AI and 

androids, free energy, better batteries, replicators, force shields, cellular renewal, 

you name it: they will make life wonderfully better. Better than ever has been 

imagined in science fiction stories. So the best you can do for the world is work on 

these and fund them. Far too few people consider scientists heroes.  

Blaming others is among the worst of human traits. People who are 

easily directed and influenced will carry it most of all. But a person acting on his or 

her own and does not incorporate their ill doings with others at least have that 

positive trait. If someone isn’t hired for any reason they will rather assume it an 

injustice than a character flaw. And those things that break after poorly fixed? A 

man would say a dozen times that it is the owners responsibility.  

Pointing the finger at other things is to cast a spell of reflect. And just like the best 

defense if a reflect spell is used- cast it on yourself and then cast other spells on to 

yourself. It’ll bounce off of you onto them. 

The police really like productive members of society. They are generally forgiving. 

Around here anyways. They’ll not arrest you unless they know you should be. And 

they protect us all. But there are those that think people should stringently follow 

the law and if they don’t then they will impersonate the law. They’ll call it on 

people for lemonade stands. Fortunately police do not have to arrest others for such 

things. Those that attempt it assume the police are just going to show up and say 

“What the hell are you doing? Have you lost your mind? Operating a lemonade 

stand without a license? We’re going to have to throw you in jail. Thank you for 

calling us mam!”  

But sometimes it goes south for that person who called. S/he may in the meantime 

threatened or harassed them or something. The police find out and in s/he goes. 

Excuses and blames go hand in hand. If they can’t study enough they have a 

mental deficit. The boss doesn’t give me my legal break. Can’t work on Sunday 

it’s against my religion. The bus should be on time. The hours are too long you are 

not my master I’m being over worked. But so few are those without either excuse 

or blame. That are responsible enough to take the blame that’s due. Police also 

respect honest people, maybe even most of all. Sometimes you just have to throw 

up your hands and say “sorry I was just being lazy.” Or “yeah I smoke it all the 



time.” Or “I’m just sick of working here.” But here is what the typical people will 

say, “I’m not able to learn,” “It was my friends. It’s not mine,” and “This is slave 

labor.” You are working me too hard. I have a mental disability you have to take 

things more slowly with me. 

Emotional amputation 

Of the eyes- This is the feeling that you cannot look at others. It brings us your 

head low while you are walking in the street. It is a result of being shy. Some 

people really feel like they can only look at certain things- usually anything, other 

than people.  

Of the hands- Those that find work too hard. That give up on it, have cut off their 

hand from doing. And those that cannot grasp on to the truth or maybe defend 

themselves, and hold onto things, have amputated their hands  

Of the legs- Those that choose to stop and go no further. That cannot continue, 

have cut off their legs. They have found the goal or journey too daunting and will 

move ahead no further. 

Of the heart- Those that stop caring. That have no love, have amputated their heart. 

They have no more care for others or the world. They have made themselves into 

nihilists.  

Of the mind- Those that choose not to think things through. That have stopped 

trying to understand things, have amputated their minds. They have chosen to 

block out all thoughts because if their pain. 

Of the mouth- Those that have been told to “shut up” too often have had their 

mouth cut off. They fear speaking their minds. They fear what is said from the 

heart. They fear retaliation from expressing themselves. How truly sad. 

Of the ears- Those that no longer want to listen have amputated their ears. They no 

longer want to hear things. They’d rather just be deaf. They had been told terrible 

things. They have been very insulted in life. 

 

You, the doctor bring people back these things. Give them new ears and limbs, a 

new mind and heart. Let them know they may see what they want to. Let them find 

happiness with the world before their eyes. Give them hands that work, with pride. 

Give them a place to go, a friend to visit. Put in their heart love for all people. Give 



them compliments, encourage them. Listen to their words. And give them good 

things to hear.  

Give them then a whole body. One of a brand new person. A person of happiness. 

Give them a good reason to live. Have their world be good and well for them and 

become a person that counts his/her blessings up onto the stars above. 

 

Christian Satanism 

Is like lightning onto the cross. A power invested into it that was thought never 

could be. It is the next step in religion which, by necessity, could not have come 

any earlier. First there must have been the two, separately, and after it, its union. 

We are a unique species and will be known as such. We may be rejected altogether 

by some but given enough consideration by others, at least enough to survive. The 

hope for a new and better day. The time when balance comes and cements itself 

into human consciousness. Upon that pedestal sits the Gray God overlooking his 

kingdom, a right and fit King of all People. The place where judgment is fair and 

humanity may evolve. The Great Time of Change not seen since the emergence of 

Christ Jesus. Where one word doubles and triples multiplying forth unto all the 

lands ushering in the new world as God has promised. 

People will be undivided. They of all kinds will be brought together. This new 

presence on the Earth will be strongly seated and the rule of two into one will be 

established, unshakable, solid in its creation. Our voices will grow stronger. Strong 

enough to be heard by every occupant of Earth. On that day they will set forth our 

rightly Earthly rule. The Christian Satanist will usher in like lightning flashing 

from every corner of the sky. And we will remain rulers over the Earth for all time.  

 

Making dragons, not sheep. Is to: reduce the sensitivity of others. 2) is to reduce 

worry. 3) is to make stronger. 4) is to make more resilient. 5) Is to make more 

capable. 6) is to make wiser. 7) is to make more fiery. 8) is to make more powerful. 

So in all ways stronger. Generally smarter, wise, and also unique, an individual. 

And perhaps that most of all: to make more a unique individual of a person. They 

don’t need to excuse themselves. They should be able to speak their minds. Able to 

just remove themselves from bad or poor circumstances. Bad being a harmful 

place. Poor just being a fruitless and self-limiting place. They should be as those 



that just brush the dust off themselves and continue forth. The kind able and even 

very capable of amassing a fortune. Isn’t that what dragons do? 

A sheep is much the opposite. They herd together, forming into one mind. They 

offer themselves up freely. Only gave what is given them, which is sparse. And are 

weak. 

But maybe there is a Christian Satanic animal/creature/ beast. One very split down 

the middle in terms of being a thing good and a thing bad. It is more easily found 

in the weakest combined with the strongest. The animal kingdom does not conform 

to laws of good and bad. They are what they are. Come to think of it The Human 

Race is that life form -One that is both good and evil, righteous and yet iniquitous.  

 

 

Blotches of bad deeds. To do good is to make the canvas clean. To clear things. 

That God can create on it the best thing he could. But every bad deed is like going 

up to the canvas and throwing paint on it. You’d then ruined what was being 

prepared for you. But every time you do good you have continued forth as picture 

perfect. Asking forgiveness helps. If God can forgive you then others should, too.  

So do good things from time to time. I’m a cheap person in most ways. I hope onto 

the least of what is mine. But there are a few things that I have and am ready to 

share. And I next to never miss a family member's birthday. And things like this 

make me feel better. I don’t gave to be totally good. That would just be a burden. It 

would be a self-imposed expectation. But in some moments of darkness I will 

shine  

Likewise find a fee things to do regularly that are good. Repeat them. Keep on 

doing them. It goes a long way, trust me.  

 

Creative tools are those things you need for things like projects, creativity, art 

perhaps, music, a hobby, whatever that may be. Whatever you gave chosen yours 

to be you should find the best tools for. Things you will regularly need, the best on 

them. These things shouldn’t be gotten cheaply. They should be about as good as 

they can be. If you write sheet music: the best pens and paper that can be had, or 

the best electronic equipment and notation software. If writing, like me, a good 

word processor, a thesaurus, and little notebooks for taking notes. If you are a 



person that does wood working, tailoring, whatever it may be, give yourself the 

best tools for it.  

Have spares, because your work is important and shouldn’t be cheap changed.  

 

Christian Satanic Exercising follows a formula simple enough. One hand and it’s 

fingers doing oppositely of the other hands and fingers, like a piano. And such is 

an idea for being a harmonious Christian Satanist. In bed you can do the same with 

you feet. And with your whole body you can violently spin to the left and then to 

the right. The motion of clockwise and counterclockwise being incorporated.  

To try to make yourself ambidextrous. But remember that you are already 

religiously ambidextrous, something that is impossible for most people. They 

aren’t aware of us. They just assume that using the left hand too is imposable. We 

are those traveling the right hand path and the left hand path, we could be called 

“The Middle Walkers.”  

 

 

General hatefulness and wickedness in the world is prevalent in many Nations.. 

most of them. The rule of the self has provided a clear and broad separation from 

person to person driving us inward. And all about the way are people finding faults 

in others taking as much liberty as possible to reduce them.. spiritually, mentally, 

socially, and any way possible. Slander has run amuck. People are stringently 

imposing principles on each other. And it spells out doom. If there is any danger to 

continuing democracy it us that people will destroy each other. They will gradually 

rip each other apart.  

 

Damned if you do, damned if you don’t  Prosecutes are very well trained to smear 

someone’s name. They are apt at making others appear rotten and suspicious. They 

certainly have refined that art. A lawyer is of no defense. Comparatively the 

prosecutor is better at what s/he does.  

 

Crystal over gold, you can make crystals at home. They come very cheap. Yet they 

are beautiful. If they cost the same as gold then people would like them better. 



They are powerful stones with magical properties. But what other things are more 

valuable than their more expensive counterparts? Plastic! Plastic may feel less 

valuable. As a child I preferred it a lot more. I thought it was quite neat. Flavor 

substitutes are often superior. Silver is more useful than gold. I used to actually 

prefer paperback books.. though the more laminated style, over hard backs. And 

your childhood is a good place to start when trying to remember your true feelings 

and opinions of things.  

 

Knowing the optimal number for things such as how many extras you should have, 

what is a number that will balance things out for you, is useful to know. To give 

yourself just a tad extra time to get to work, and so to awake, is good to do. And 

avoid even numbers, or “even out” numbers like 5 and 10, or 20. Sometimes three 

minutes could mean the difference of catching the bus or not. How much change 

you should save, what time to more privately take a warm shower, and many other 

things are good things to know. I’d even say that life is about numbers.  

 

 

 

Nine Types of Insects.. 

 

The Fly 

The fly can at times be annoying but otherwise will clean up after you. So they 

must be as those that give to you under the conditions they can have a piece of the 

pie. Or perhaps just buy a way into your life. They see what you have and admire 

it. They may admire you for the least of meanings. They are very versatile but 

weak, too. They can easily swarm their way around you and it takes focus and 

swiftness to remove them from your life.  

The Scorpion 

The scorpion pierces you from above itself. It must then be an entity of authority 

using it’s above dwelling power to come down on you. It’s tail is like no others. 

Like a whip lashing out on someone. It makes you look up at it before it attacks 



you. It could be a police or security guard but there is a worst kind of scorpion: the 

self righteous kind.  

The Spider 

The spider catches something in it’s web and then drains out its very life. They 

must then be like the manipulator, the con artist. They hide their presence and wait 

and prey. So then can also be a stalker. On one hand they are hidden. On the other 

they use means that hide their intentions. Nature gave them an invisible web.  

The Beetle 

The beetle doesn’t have any real life skills but at least it is not harmful towards 

others. They go about in life not really doing anything other than maybe the work 

required of them to eat. The bad thing about them can be considered good. They 

may be generally meaningless in the world but at least they have a job. 

The Mantis 

The mantis is an insect that are quite open and liberal about eating other insects. 

They are kind of psychotic, sociopathic. They are weirdos and the crazy. And they 

are strange, very strange, even on the surface. They make no hidden attempt to hurt 

others. 

 

The Lady Bug 

The lady bug bugs and so do the male lady bugs. They are well dressed and classy. 

They are an object of envy to some and will always be found lacking in any use to 

you. Their existence is about their status and appearance. They are the popular 

types. The upper dwelling that, though they are fortunate, have nothing to give to 

you. There is a good reason why the poor do not socialize with the rich. 

The Roach 

The Roach is only in poor and messy places. They’ll sleep anywhere.  Especially 

the best places to hide, otherwise anywhere will do. They feed off the garbage and 

they are covered with feces. They will scatter when the light shines on them. They 

usually operate and collect things in the dark. The things they like the most normal 

people would consider garbage.  



The Mosquito 

The Mosquito treats your blood like it’s your milk. They are predatory. They 

haven’t their own blood it seems and cannot live without draining others. They 

carry with them the things they have robbed from others. They go straight to the 

blood. They don’t really care about anything else. You are just a source of 

nourishment for them.  

The Tick, The Leach, The Lice 

The leech will tangle around you and strangle you if it could. It wants much more 

than the tick and lice do. The tick at least works alone and doesn’t require much. 

But the lice will have sex on your body and when it’s children cones they will 

drink your milk-blood too. The leech is more particular about where it lives. The 

tick is in open fields, the lice about anywhere. It is very difficult to get rid of these. 

It takes poison and cleanliness.  

 

Certainly among humanity there are gems, too. There are the magical and 

wonderful people, very well to be around, The Crystals. There are those that are 

bright and brilliant, tough and rare, The Diamonds. There are those that you 

cherish. They are golden. Those who are helpful are like silver. And silver and 

gold can go together, with gems. Turquoise it is neat. It’s integrity I’d say. And 

Jade is just cool. Just watch out for fools gold and cheap aluminum. And steel can 

represent a strong relationship, a protector, one unbending.  

 

It can’t always be a fine day for pizza. Most days, maybe, but the more it’s 

gone the more it’s desired. Rather the taste that’s broad and with the perfect thing 

found every day and for every night, one would live quite excellently. 

Unfortunately not all days can be perfectly good. The best things are the less 

frequent. To get your check and cash it. To visit a very good restaurant. But maybe 

the food takes too long. Was below expectation. Who knows what could happen. 

But sometimes even the best days could go wrong.  

Are you at a place you deserve to be? Are you being treated fairly? Are things as 

they should be, that your good works and deeds are paid back to you? Are you 



appreciated? Do you have all of the things you need. If many no’s to these are 

there, then you may need to create circumstances in which they are righted.  

How far away is your utopia and what it will take to get there is a question you 

must seriously ask yourself, if it is to ever be. That may require the right kind of 

education and perseverance to arrive at. That idea home, that idea income, as only 

the most diligent will come into, besides the lucky few born right into it.  

 

Passing along a dollar was a concept I invented long ago. One that I’ve forgotten 

about until now. A dollar as it is worth today can still get good things. It seems like 

many things are barely at all effected by inflation. So it goes that rings and 

necklaces and many things really, could be obtained. If not in your neighborhood 

then maybe online. To have a whole host of these to share and give, is the idea 

here. That can be an old book, could be a good cup, whatever it may be. These are 

given, with the expectation that you give two to other people each time it occurs. It 

could be a few good pens. Actually, as I was saying, inflation is very slow for 

certain things. To this day you can get a ten pack of pens for a dollar.  

 

Reverse inflation. That leads me to another topic. With all these personal machines 

becoming more available things in the future should be getting a lot cheaper. We 

may even encounter “reverse” inflation. At first these things will be given a boom. 

Then the prices will just lower and lower. And I’m referring to many things, such 

as 3-D printers, book making machines, robotic-derived (free) work, drone 

deliveries and construction, driverless cars, the examples are abundant. What a 

good future we have in store.  

 

A possible farewell. I may not be writing any more books. I felt I have created 

covered Christian Satanism well enough. I had one more go that I needed to 

complete. I had more to say, but now it has all been covered. I could continue 

writing about it. Bit I feel that there is a time when I need to stop. I always felt that 

the practitioner should be left with her or his own “way” of continuing forth. 

Meaning it is not good to give everyone all of the answers if they are to draw their 

own conclusions. I’d even say that the reader should minimize her or his reading 

on this material in order to uniquely proceed. I am sure enough someday I will pick 

up where I left off. But for the time being this will shortly come to a close. 



Thus religion is a public domain one and should be kept as such. My books, they 

are all in public domain. My 35 books, are all free as ebooks and minimally priced 

as paper backs. There is just left a little profit for those selling it. I set the price just 

a tad higher than literally minimum.  

You can request tithes but please keep that money in service of Christian Satanism, 

for our group as a whole, not mostly for any one person. If you would please 

distribute my books, with it without profit, I am eternally grateful.  

My money doesn’t lye in this. I have not set it up in order for it to bring me money. 

As I’ve explained. Rather I will be beginning a new job soon. I’d lived off of 

Social Security Income since I was 19 years old. That young man that developed 

Schizophrenia and started gearing voices and stuff. I had to be committed to a 

psych ward. And it was until about ago 26 that I started writing. EBooks, word 

processors, online sharing and stuff, I found them irresistible. Since my earliest 

days id write on paper. Then I had a mechanic typewriter. Later an electronic one. 

In 95 I had my first word-processing and printing computer. And currently I have a 

word processor, online eBook sharing (the internet and all of its uses.) What a 

great privilege! What’s next? Home book making machines? Far cheaper and 

better eBook readers someday? Or, as I have to admit I need, a grammar fixing 

software, a really good one? The future looks bright for my intentions. 

I should have faith in it all, for sure. 

I had started working very part time for the last seven months. And now I will be at 

it much more. I just don’t have enough time to both write and hold a job. So I am 

sacrificing this, which should be okay. Like I said, I have covered it well enough. 

By stopping now I will give its practitioner their own room for growth, for their 

more personal continuation from where I left off. And remember, with all I said, 

you remain your in person. From person to person there can be starting differences 

in things like knowledge and experience. You very well know things I’ve never 

considered, and use that to your advantage. For you the puzzle may be brought 

together with greater sharpness. You are able to fit in missing pieces, both on your 

own and the help of others.  

I can at least promote my books with my greater income. To advertise them. To 

purchase and give them to others, without cost.  

Here’s to a grand future. I can find no words for the future people. Those 20 years 

ahead of us, even. How much better things are for them. There really comes a point 



when any way of life can be taken more leisurely. They’ll need far less instructions 

and help than I have provided. Their lives must be truly excellent. I’m hoping to be 

around awhile longer. But who knows? 

Lord knows that the proof is in the pudding. He knows that wisdom is justified of 

her children. If we really aren’t that bad, if we are even actually very good and 

honest people. That we do believe Jesus died on the cross for our sins, this Son of 

God, The Lamb, then do you really think God would just fling us into an eternally 

painful fire? If wrong was done, believe me, it is on my account. But I have kept 

my words pure and good. 

We are good people. A new people. An interesting people. God created us to be 

that something new and different. To have around those such as us. For all things 

there is a season, and a time for every purpose under heaven. The “sided minded” 

will doing us. Will question us. Will find it all absurd. But only those that are open 

minded can be among us. And I’m just fine with that. 

 

The best advice I have is very simple. The happiest things in life are simple 

matters. To have good food and good entertainment. To have a purpose you love 

and enjoy. To keep good company. Those are really all that matter. It does go far 

beyond that. But those are the most important things to have in your life. To 

include freedom and liberty. To remain secure. To shut out bad influences. To 

remain drug free. To be safe. Those are also important.  

So I say that using your income for good food, for personal entertainment, to have 

a project, for working on things, creating those things in the way you most enjoy, 

and to have around those you most want around you, are the most important things. 

And not much at all can be added to that. 

But people who are starving need help. Those that don’t even have an FM radio 

would, at this moment, truly enjoy one. And some people are nearly helpless. They 

live in a world where violence is only natural. And for them we can only pray.  

A great feast, on any scale, a time to celebrate and enjoy oneself with others, isn’t 

all that difficult to put together. Bringing together your loved ones with very good 

food, steak, corn on the cob, whatever you like most, should be a regular occasion. 

Some unfortunately do not get to experience these things. Perhaps they live alone. 

Too bad for them, and may they find the friends they need if they currently haven’t 



any. I think an idea Holliday is much like Thanksgiving, but on a larger scale and 

something that goes on for more than a day.  

 

Make your presence be felt.  Be strong. It is up to you to determine how strong you 

need to be. It mostly depends on who you are dealing with. Those naturally rude 

and hateful should be treated more seriously. But don’t come to the point you are 

literally attacking someone. In fact be far enough from that point. It may seem the 

purely nice will be treated nice. And hopefully so, hopefully enough. But it’s more 

true to say that these kinds are just ran all over. Wherever a person can penetrate, a 

person will. Someone has to be the scape goat, the whipping boy.  

You are better off not worrying over “inadequate”  politeness. Most people forget 

Minnie matters very quickly. Some where never bothered at all. Some have enough 

reasoning to come to the conclusion that people have their days. Their good days, 

their stressful days, their better, their worse days. But if someone finds that you 

will not tolerate the rudeness and hate they project upon you then they’ll think 

twice before doing so. And that’s the goal.  

 

The most valuable and most meaningful act a Christian can do is to help those who 

are poor. Those that do their very best to will find that God has appreciated it all 

along. Enough to be greatly awarded by it in their next life. God will thank them. 

He will acknowledge them. He will reward them. We were put here under different 

situations. It is in our power to use our time here to help others. Like any Father 

leaving His children in any place, those that help each other the most they can – by 

faith, I can tell you it will pay back greatly.  

 

 

Leave this place greatly. What a good and wonderful week I’ve had! I got my 

mother her mother’s day gifts, I’ve further published my pre existing books, I’ve 

gotten new glasses, I’ve gotten a new job- a much better one, and here I am about 

to complete this new book. I’ve written some overdue letters. My family is the 

most important thing to me. I never miss the opportunity to provide for them. In 

fact I put my family above all other things  



There is our final destination. There are stops we have, here and there, times that 

come when we go elsewhere. Giving gifts along the way is always a good thing. It 

may be true for me but it isn’t true for everyone -that saying “it is better to give 

than to receive. For me I’m guess I’m somewhere in the middle. It is also good to 

receive, just as good, at least in a way that I am so challenged to be cheap. I have 

my limits to giving but I find them quite well balanced. Not too much. Not too 

little. Occasionally a whole lot. And never neglected/ abstained from.  

More to the point- I am living with other people as I have been for the last few 

years. I’ve found the people in my life are always needing certain things. Paper, 

pens, lighters. And most people and places have a book shelf. Do while I have 

been very cheap towards these non-family people, I always leave them with a lot of 

it. Here, here, here, farewell and goodbye. It makes up for the lost times. 

 

Be agreeable with your body. If there is food you truly don’t like then don’t eat it. 

Health food only keeps you thin because your body doesn’t really need it. As for 

me it is actually sugar I find too strong and “sticking to the tongue.” I’m more if a 

meat person than anything. But that’s the liking of the soul. And to a point: as a 

Christian Satanist, eat with a balance of flesh-liking and soul-liking. It is actually 

very easy to do. In fact they go hand in hand. If you are as sensitive as I am to 

taste, you would probably find that sweet stuff is just too strong. I really taste my 

food, chewing it fully.  

Variety of food is very important. A lot of malnutrition is the result of detesting 

ones food. Taste is an incredible feature of any life form, varying widely. If it 

makes a dog sick you shouldn’t consume it. There is at least a small warning sign 

there.  

That’s not all there is to it (being agreeable with your body.) Don’t over exhaust 

yourself. And you only need as much sleep as is enough that you adequately 

operate. Don’t be one of those poor “I can’t sleep my eight hours!” people. Believe 

it or not I’ve gone several months without sleep. I need an antipsytropic drug in 

order too. Without it I absolutely can not sleep. I survived, though quite crazy. But 

at least music gives strong (I’d even say “profound”) meaning and euphoria during 

sleep deprivation. That’s maybe something you’ve caught a glimpse from while 

leaving the music on at night. 



If the smokes make you cough a lot and are harsh. If the alcohol makes you puke 

your guts out, etc., Then that is too much. 

 

Pacing with music. Pacing is done two different ways. Some pace due to stress. 

Others pace in order to think better and more clearly. And at best the latter do so to 

increase things like hope and pride. They cull up positive thoughts. That’s how I 

do so. I guess I don’t have to walk around to do so but some how it helps. If they 

tell you not to be pacing then just tell them you’d rather not be sitting so long and 

that you prefer to exercise in the home. You probably don’t live under conditions 

where it is kinda prohibited. When I was homeless doing so at night that was a sure 

thing to bring out the security guard. In group homes they seriously thought I was 

freaking out. Just by walking a line- and a long one at that. But to my surprise 

when I began doing so here, in a boarding care, they’d compliment me and just 

acknowledged it as exercise. Which it is in a way, to brighten up my mind, my 

feelings, and mood. To make my mentally sharper and to grasp on to the best 

things of life. Needless to say the results are good- I am very happy! It builds up 

optimism, pride, positivity, like nothing else can.  

 

Those that are evil are secretly so. Those with dubious plans don’t reveal their 

architecture. It isn’t a thing born of identity. Those that carry on evil plots 

revealing them all the way, they are fakes. But as for “evil,” I don’t personally like 

the word. Not as a Christian Satanist. The more proper term for us, the more 

applicable one, is iniquity. An eloquent one. Evil goes too far. It is lost and even 

unredeemable. Going in with a sound of trumpets the more cowardly and lacking 

(as human beings) usher in their intentions before hand. Those that keep secrets are 

far more likely to be used by the forces that would propel iniquity. Even evil 

wishes for some modesty. That modesty, that method, is in iniquity, not evilness.  

 

I have taught you how to open many doors. They were my keys and I shared them 

all with you. Certain things learned through experience gave me the keys. They 

include things only I ever knew. And they came to me as gifts, initially, 

sometimes. Every one in life finds these keys, and either share them or Jeep them 

as theirs alone. But I have given as many to you as possible.  

 



The Christian Satanist pulls heaven down unto them. The Christian Satanist pulls 

up hell. By our very being heaven is pulled down onto Earth and has its presence 

here. And as so with hell, too. It can easily be said and true that Earth is an in 

between place. A place that God will not have vacated and destroyed. With all of 

His mystery, He has appointed us to dwell here for all time. This physical Earth 

realm. It will be given the richness of heaven which is obtained through His 

knowledge and His graces. Not all are righteous enough to descend, not all are 

deserving enough to descend. Yes there are some, a very large number of people 

really, that are due hell. Comparatively few, but many nonetheless. But for those 

without a place otherwise, they will be among us, and we will be appointed their 

future masters.  

Hi 

That man who ate of the forbidden fruit long ago is to blame for it all. Every bad 

and I’ll thing ever said about sin and unrighteousness, down to the wire, was it 

being said of him. But God has looked back upon Adam with love. After Christ 

was sacrificed for those sins Adam himself was redeemed, and no badness 

followed after him. We are not those told not to eat of the bad fruit of death. For 

we have life, and that curse is no more. The fruit of death has no more power over 

humanity, at least shouldn’t, and in reality, it doesn’t. We have seen the love of 

God well enough to know that love is unconditional, ever bearing, just, and true. A 

reliable love, and one of a partnership in this universe.  

 

In all of man’s guises of understanding he is yet to predict accurately the new ages 

to come, that will follow him. Humans change so suddenly, drastically, and fully 

that it is beyond his predictions. As the 50s rolled into the 60s, and the broad 

striking difference if the 80s, and to that the 90s, more recently, everything utterly 

changed. Periods used to be longer but still the same applies to them. One person 

can change everything. It is usually one person who does. There are those who are 

different and then there are those who are very, very different. Be it Mohamed, 

Buddha, Jesus, good people bad people. Though philanthropists seem the most 

changing. And within religion, but music and art too. And among inventers, those 

that put into the world things before unheard of, even if you are just talking about 

the blue LED. (The blue was necessary for LED screens.) As with music, 

Beethoven, as with art, the new abstract painters like Picasso. The trait that is most 

common and perhaps the strongest is singularity. That is to say, uniqueness among 



her or his peers. Difference, and just the luck and chanced to be a type of person 

who is idolized. For psychiatry that was Freud. For India, Gandhi.   

 

The human language is becoming quite complex. In days long past not much was 

said at all apart from survival and understanding- very simple understanding, 

peppered with spiritual ideologies, themselves which were simple. Over time new 

things were picked up. They knew of things not only nearby but far away. They 

had the language of the crop for example. The processes of wine and its effect. As 

the time passed things like electricity came into our vocabulary. The expression of 

a song, the broader knowledge of feelings and personal understanding of them, 

levels of mood, desired places. At one time we didn’t know what was on the 

horizon. Now we know what is on the other side of the world, who dwell there and 

what restaurant of what food they serve. We don’t only think about time, we know 

the exact time. The first, second and third hand of it. Movies have come into our 

knowledge. A thing far more absorbing than books (in a way.) And now there is 

programing language. A very complex vocabulary of instructorless for a 

computer. Surely these things will have a significant effect on the genetic 

development of our minds.  

We have come to know so much. What is within our bodies. What it does. White, 

red blood cells, DNA, things not only of our zoological neighborhood but of every 

forest. If every beach, in the ocean, etc., it is drastic how much knowledge we have 

accumulated.  

 

You can raise your cup to the sky but all that could fall in it depends on the size if 

your cup. Things fall from heaven. Luck and blessings, treasures and nourishment. 

Happiness and such things come for those who, most of all, are looking for it. 

When it came it was found only by those who were looking to capture it. But so e 

drunk the bitter and enjoy it. Others the cold, and others the warn, some the sweet, 

others the sour. And there are even those who poison themselves for satisfaction. 

Sometimes it is just easier for them. Some have low expectations, are full of too 

much doubt. Like a rain dance is life, and as we desire, so falls down. When we’ve 

danced our last dance the Earth will either welcome us or spit us out. Some will 

fall into the Earth following after us, and are spirit is kept alive through them. But 

so e will be badly detested and known no longer. But they that live us will pour 

their cup upon the Earth in which we rest.  



Whose to say what makes a perfect relationship? My family is the most important 

of people meaning my siblings, nieces, nephews, and parents. I put them first. I 

never forget their birthdays, mother’s day, father’s day, or Christmas gifts unto 

them. One of the largest motivating factors of my employment is that I can do so. 

That I can provide to them on those occasions.  

I’ve ceased forming or even trying to form sexual relationships. Having a girlfriend 

isn’t appealing to me, especially since having a spouse would be a terrible thing to 

add to my life. And worse than that, a kid. I don’t want to raise a child 18 years. I 

don’t want to fool myself into thinking I would want to stay with my spouse that 

long either. I just do not want such things. 

Having a truly good friend however is different. I certainly don’t want or need a 

group of friends. I just want one. Someone, perhaps, a person into video games and 

computer stuff.  

When I write I am taking the contents of my mind as precise and expressive as can 

be and put them in physical form. Isn’t that much like a child? The human race 

wouldn’t survive without procreation. But with me “the buck stops here.” I am the 

last in my particular line. But there is someone close to what I am made of. At least 

through her my parents essence will continue.  

Am not attracted to younger people, either as friends or as partners. I used to like 

younger women. It may seem as though all men do. But not me. I wouldn’t want 

anyone more than 7 years younger than me. Doesn’t feel right. Seems hopeless. I’d 

feel like an old man with her. We’d be living on different planets. Her parents 

would detest it. She wouldn’t be fully matured.  

 

The future of books must be more assessable for independent writers. I can add 

music to that, too. While many musicians and writers are finding their successes 

online. And so far easily noticed. Great big book stores used to be. Very large. But 

people mostly get their books online anymore. In the hey day of things no writer 

could really present her or his material to the public. Actually not at all. And 

musicians could at best pass along cassette tape or CD demo music. But the writer 

only had a typewriter. May have had a word processor more recently. But now? 

Now you can make electronic books. Now you can instantly copy very large 

books. And they are contained and easily published about online. Maybe someday 

I will be a published author. Maybe I couldn’t be much more published than I 



already am. Now it’s more like “Maybe someday my books will be more widely 

shared from person to person. That’s why I’ve kept it all in public domain.  

 

Quickness + Quality is there any better equation? It means being as perfect as you 

can be as fast as can be. While much produced is better than a menial amount, one 

must roll out one thing and another in order to have a strong and full presence. You 

may let others continue where you left off. If the like the draft and wish to 

participate in improving it, then let them. And work on the draft first, but continue 

yourself to improve upon it. It is in the creation of many things. Gather the best 

participants you are able to. Like a video game.  

Sometimes or another though you may better benefit from being full and thorough. 

But then there is the painter that painted a painting twice. On the same canvas. S/he 

changed it so much that the surface image was mostly or completely different then 

what was below it. Sooner or later good enough is as good as it could be. You 

don’t want to trim everything off and be left with nothing. And you want things to 

be more natural or else you’ll just be talking gobble dee gook.   

And you certainly don’t want to spend an hour on a problem that is very 

insignificant. It’s better to fix apparent problems or aesthetic issues than to linger 

on the unimportant.  

 

It may just be an idea but what if it is that we were sent to Earth to farm it for ideas 

and inventions and such? I mean that we were placed here to make things for 

Higher Alien Races based on what we were given (Earth.) They may have had 

much of what we do. But likely very much not so, too. And they wanted a different 

way if doing various things. That what they created in the end was made their way 

but they wanted to see how it would be through our unique processes. So to 

motivate us they put before us a struggle to survive and make things better. That 

life was temporary. A hundred years to do your best to make life better, gain 

wealth, make the best songs, invent things, learn, etc. And in the end everything 

was gathered and documented as fully as can be in the internet. That, a database of 

knowledge as their most prized of all gifts.  

 



The psychotic pave their own way forth. I believe that anyone with a fully 

legitimate psychotic psychiatric diagnoses should be given more liberty. Not to kill 

or seriously harm.. neither themselves, which is only what I psychiatrist would stop 

them for doing. But paying fines while being psychotic just doesn’t go hand in 

hand. Telling then to be still and quite is like telling a wolf to. These people have 

been made mad by the world itself. If they are starving and steal and really don’t 

know what they are doing anyways, then so let it be. They are just a different thing 

than those mentally stable. 90% of the law should be not to hurt others. The rest 

being purposefully less important. That includes poising a threat to others.  

 

Answer to God, not the human race. Because the human race is full of blame and 

accusations. It has always been so. The evidence is staggering for that. But God 

will appropriate you in the end for the goodness He found in you. If you were 

lacking but always trying to do just in right in your life, He fully knows so. You 

know what’s right in your life, no one else does, as my friend says to me. There 

will always be the abrasion when dealing with people in this world. But may you 

walk around freely and try to do well, finding yourself do well enough. Those are 

they with a pure heart that always wish they could do better.  

 

If sometimes you don’t know what to do but have a lot of ideas, then take that first 

step to do it. A person can load themselves up on ideas and be very smart when it 

comes to executing their plans into action. But in finding the most perfect way to 

go about it, never takes that initial step. If they are like me, they want the most 

perfect thing to do. But in starting out small I won’t start out at all. I personally 

want to do some video game stuff. I at least have the excuse that it can be 

expensive. Soon I’m starting out on a well paying job though and I will find out if 

that was the thing keeping it from me or if I just can’t motivate myself enough to 

proceed.  

 

Fortunately things get better as they are dealt with over time. What was at first 

highly difficult and challenging looses it’s difficulties, with experience. In that way 

confidence cones with experience. Where once we couldn’t flutter, later we can 

fly. So give yourself time to accustom yourself to the challenges you currently 

face, after you do then things will become more easy for you. It isn’t about how 



difficult it is today, its about how less difficult it will be tomorrow, and the next 

day. Things will become easier over tine. So if it is worth doing, then just keep 

doing until it becomes something of a rewarding talent.  

 

Who I am with sincerity. Who I am in reality. I am a rather normal man not 

especially proud of his purpose but entirely willing to execute it. That purpose I’m 

referring to being Christian Satanism. Given any time to think about it I am proud 

enough. But I am just a man doing his job. I had been contemplating and dreaming 

about creating a thing I’d call Christian Satanism for awhile before I began 

working on it. But was not likely to, thinking it was just a silly idea. But an angel 

came to me and requested it be my work, as I had been given this purpose under 

God.  

My talent for it was lacking. I believe my life twisted and contorted me into 

improving what I wrote. My life changed a great deal. People were coming in an 

out of my life quickly. I’d move to a new home a few times every year, for a 

period. I was placed in solitary confinement for a month. A month in a tiny rubber 

room. My schizophrenia escalated and though a lot if my thinking was just sheer 

madness, some of it was quite brilliant such as my Principle List.  

I have a regular job. A part time one. For the first real time in my life I have been 

working. My job, I like it. And it cane about the right time, so it seems. This is the 

eleventh book about Christian Satanism. I truly believe I’ve done a good and 

thorough job covering it. It may go far. It probably will. But that’s not something I 

really think about. I am just doing as God has instructed to. Maybe darker forces 

are behind it. But I like to think that both are. 

I have been writing since my earliest days. When I first learned how to read 

writing thrilled me. I went from paper to computer. My mother used to say I 

wanted enough paper to cost a rainforest if trees. I was always learning and striving 

to be the best writer I could be. My allowance always went towards things like 

pens and notebooks.  

At the early age of seven.. eight maybe, as late as nine, I watched a movie based on 

the apocalypse called “The Seventh Sign.” My father informed me that it’s story 

was true. And I began reading Revelations and apocalyptic scriptures, constantly. I 

would draw the images it described on paper. Later I got involved with the occult. 

My friends in elementary school were discussing magic. One said that he liked 



white magic, the other disagreed saying he liked black magic. I consumed a lot of 

books and in an attempt to learn the most powerful magic possible I went into the 

blacks art teachings. That lead me into bands like Slayer. I had become a complete 

Satanist. 

But by the age of 15 or 16 I became lighter about it and just naturally left behind 

that evil thing I was. I soon returned to Holy Scriptures after that and was Christian 

again. And would come to bounce back and forth for a lifetime.  

We have not been called to save souls for Heaven. We have not been given any 

purpose to damn others. But if we find that souls belong in other places, we let it 

be. 

Rather we have been called to keep souls here, those that are best serving. It’s our 

job to appropriate people here in the optimal sense. To make them truly worldly in 

the best of ways  

Our world is our treasure. We are meant to understand it fully. And to be complete 

with it. To use it. To develop it. To refine it. And to supplement it. And to perfect 

it. 

We deeply rooted the Earth bound, anchoring them here. We should do all we can 

to make the world a good a place as it can be. And most importantly to experience 

the world and all of it’s wonders fully. That is a personal understanding. But let us 

live together in perfect peace and harmony. 

They say that the world is not their own. So they reject and detest it. And they are 

right. They are Heaven bound. And so let them escape. Release them up to the 

Kingdom Above and do not pressure them to remain here. 

Because the Earth and this physical plane, with it’s infinite dimension, are ours and 

ours alone! 

One will say of Christian Satanism it is a hoax. Another will say of Christian 

Satanism it is a shame. Another will say of Christian Satanism it is absurd. And 

another will say of Christian Satanism it is impossible. But those who are truly 

Christian Satanic will enjoy the fruits of the Earth and eat from it liberally. They 

are those called to remain here. Christ cane here and left himself for us. And Satan 

quarreled for it but was expelled. Still, he left a piece if himself here. That is a fruit 

bitter sweet, something only we enjoy.  



They will say the fruit is just bitter. Or they will say not bitter enough. They may 

say it is too sweet. Or they will say it is not sweet enough.. it has bitterness in it. 

But it is a fruit we live off of. They would take it from us if they could. But they do 

not touch upon it. They leave that tree alone and isolated.  

 

Give thanks to the Heavens and rejoice, for this will always be our 

Kingdom! 

 

 

A run down of my most valuable teachings. Since I’ve written these 

into so much depth before in my other books, I will just lightly go through them 

here.  

First there is the Principle List.. The Principality List.. Or it can be called The 

Angelic Principality List. That is a set of items for twelve people. Four items per 

person. Such as an animal and color for each, an idea, a type of person. This I came 

up with while in “The Hole” for a month. They are found in every book, game, and 

movie. As such they are seen to co-exist with one another.  

There is my Taste Magic. That is visualization or “ideazation” coupled with food. 

Every flavor being given its own idea in the mind, to cause a magical effect. That 

when you eat you think of something you want to happen. Candy works well with 

it. So does music as a part of it.  

There is my technique to remember things ling forgotten. To really and very well 

go back to your earlier years. That is to take a small basic dictionary and, word by 

word, remember something. For example if you see the word “tool” you remember 

those you’ve had. Like for me when I was barely four I was given toy tools like a 

plastic hammer. And I remember gardening with a hand held shovel.  

And know your tastes. Know what you really like. Write these down. Build up 

desire for them. Go about it in a “best of” way. For example the best sandwich, the 

best candy, the best ice cream. The best toy. The best electronic from thing to 

thing, from type to type. Because if you do you’ll discover you like many more 

things than you thought you did but those feelings were hidden, perhaps for a long 

time.  



I also have a thing I call my twelve names. These are twelve of the top influences 

I’ve ever had. Taken from movies, or just old stories, sometimes cartoons, the 

twelve names let me know who are my top influences. As a list I can just pull them 

up when I feel I need some inspiration. Not going into all of them but one is Aku 

from Samurai Jack. Another is Vegeta from Dragon Ball Z. So whose made the 

strongest influence in your life? Think about them. Wrote them down.  

And in conclusion, thank you for the time you’ve given me. I hope I’ve been 

helpful. I actually feel like this has been the best book I’ve written about Christian 

Satanism since my Christian Satanic Bible. I can be found online not doing much, 

but present. And remember, my books are all in public domain. If you choose to 

have a company print you a copy and you will save a lot if money doing so, then 

go ahead. Please share my writings and if I have created in you a Christian 

Satanist, then good. I believe in you. And remember it is everyone’s – there is no 

master of it. May we all speak freely of it and practice it our own unique way.  
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